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Guest Comments
YAPC
Are you curious about what these letters stand for? Before we gi\'e you the answer,
try answering the following questions:
• DiJ you attend or graduate from Southern College of Seventh-day Adventists or
Southern Missionary College anytime in the last twenty years?
• Do you have any ideas of how to increase educational, spiritual, or career awareness
for students attending Southern College?
• Are you interested in being involved in group projects ranging from establishing a
job placement program to arranging an assembly program for Southern Students?
• Are you excited about being a member of an active organization where all mem-
bers' opinions and ideas are sought? Only you decide how much time and involvement
you can contribute.
• Are you interested in networking and making friends among people with similar
goals?
If you answered Yes to any ot the above questions, then Y( Young) A( Alumni)
P(Presidential) C(Consultants) at Southern College of Seventh-day Adventists might
just be what you are looking for.
During the spring of 1990, Southern College President Don Sahly called for a meeting
of young alumni to consult with on various academic, social, and spiritual issues. He
wanted to create an avenue where recent graduates could express their ideas and con-
cerns about Southern College. The idea grew and YAPC was officially organized with
elected officers in October of 1990. The first founding officer of the organization was
Dave Cress. His leadership was followed by the creative presidency of Melanie Graves.
The current administration is being led by the dynamic presidency of Greg Vital. The
YAPC works closely with the Alumni Office, which is directed by Dr. Jim Ashlock.
Young Alumni representatives have been involved in many different areas of the
college. Melanie Graves, past president, has been part of the Strategic Planning Commit-
tee, which has had significant input in the long-range planning of our college. YAPC
members have also had the opportunity to meet with senior class and Student Associa-
tion officers throughout the school years. Through participation on YAPC and these
other committees, your viewpoint can be an important piece of the future of Southern
College of Seventh-day Adventists.
If being a part of the YAPC team interests you, and the future of Southern College of
Seventh-day Adventists catches your attention, please talk with the Alumni Office at
(423) 238-2827 or with any of the officers.
Greg Vital - President
Peggy Smith - Secretary-
Georgia O'Brien - President-Elect
Tom Baez - Pastor
Rusty McKee - Treasurer
Chan von Henner - Member-at-Large
Melanie Graves - Past-President
by Katrma E. Lorren, YAPC Member
Volume 47 Number 3
COVER; Homecoming scenes, clockwise from top, are Marprita Dietel Merriman at the piano. Burton Wriglit at the alumni banquet,
Martha Davis greeting a fnend, and Ksthryn McClane helping son Jonathan with fruit salad. (Photos by David Poppo and Grady Sapp III.)
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Student Lon Beall
Long-Term Care • Program • To Win • Approval • in Nation
Southern's Lt^ng-Term Care degree is the first in the
nation to he approved by the Board of Governors of
the National Association of Boards of Examiners for
Nursing Home Administrators.
This academic program, formally approved on November 3,
prepares students to take over the helm ot a nursing home
right after graduation. Thirty-five students are enrolled this
year in the Long-Term Care B.S. major offered within the
Department of Busmess Administration. Dan Rozell, associ-
ate professor of business administration at Southern, is the
program director.
The National Association of Boards of Examiners for
Nursing Home Administrators chose Southern as the first
college to be evaluated and visited the campus in July, "it
there is a better program in the nation, we don't know where
it is!" a visiting team member commented.
The NAB gives the licensing tests which qualify' nursing
home administrators in all 50 states.
Southern College has teamed up with several long-term
health care corporations so that students have the advantage
of direct contact with working professionals in the classroom
and during on-the-job internships. •
ScudeniE Students Rodney Schwart. Paul Nevala. Kelli Chalker
I
Student Hope Coleman
Ready
For the
New
Century
onfronted with
21st century challenges,
Southern's Department of Education and
Psychology has initiated some highly inno-
\ative changes. The former computer lab
has been transformed into a high-tech
21st Century Classroom that is attract-
ing educators from across the nation.
Over 400 visitors including 40 admin-
istrators and teachers from public
schools have viewed the computer-
generated presentation in the new
facility since its October opening.
Ouests also toured the Teaching
Materials Center and were in-
formed about the new master's
programs in education that
Southern is launching next
summer.
The idea for the 21st Cen-
tury Classroom was bom when
Tennessee's Department of
Education decided to require
schools and teacher training
programs to set up high-tech classrooms.
Research showed that such classrooms
pay off in taster learning, improved
student grades, and higher standardized
test scores.
On receiving the directive. Dr.
George Babcock, Southern's Ed/
Ps\ch Department chairman, and
Professor Jon Green, director oi the
department computer center, be-
gan at once to contact various
technology' companies, presenting
plans for a high-tech classroom
and soliciting donations and
partnerships. The classroom is
now nearly complete, thanks
to Southern, McKee Foods
Q)rporation, and business/
education partnerships with 14 corpora-
tions who agreed to assist in keeping the
technology lab updated with free or low-
cost materials in exchange for introducing
students and visitors to their products.
The 21st Century' Classroom contains
24 MFC Pentium 90 computers housed in
custom-built desks. Recessed video screens
are viewed through a glass desktop, and
ergometric keyboards emerge from inside
the desks. From a control panel the teacher
can monitor each computer. Student re-
sponses from key pads are automatically
recorded in the teacher's computerized
grade book. Virtual reality glasses enable
teachers to take students on field trips
without ever leaving the classroom.
The left front of the classroom is com-
plete with a nine-panel video wall that is
able to display satellite broadcasts originat-
ing on the other side of the world. From
these, language and social studies classes
learn quickly about foreign cultures. Next
to the video screen is an electronic chalk-
board on which the teacher "writes" with
only a finger. At the right front of the
classroom a projection screen displays
images through equipment that descends
from the ceiling.
Through Internet computer-links with
classrooms across the world. Southern
College students will be able to tutor pu-
pils in other schools. Surround sound en-
hances learning. Specialized projectors
display everything
from 3D objects to microscope slides.
In cooperation with Home Study Inter-
national, PLATO 2000 programs for com-
puter-assisted learning as well as diagnosis
and remediation are available on all levels
from Grade 1 to college.
One of five sites designated for inservice
training of Tennessee state teachers. South-
em College's 21st Century Classroom will
enable teachers to become Information
Systems Managers. This is especially vital
in view of the prediction that by the year
2010 the world's knowledge base will
double every 70 days.
the facility
regularly. Last year more than
4,000 patrons visited the Teaching Materials
Center, over 300 ot them non-Advcntists.
The TMC and the 21st Century Classroom
provide unprecedented opportunity tor
community encounters.
T
Across the hall, at theTeaching Mateiials Center,
visitors marvel at the teaching aids avail-
able for today's instructots. The Ellison
letter cutters are in constant use. Over
8,000 textbooks line the bookshelves, and
cupboards hold hands-on items from foreign
artifacts to math manipulatives. Learning
games, patterns, and bulletin board ideas
are readily available. Projection machines
allow teachers to preview filmstrips, slides,
laser disks, or videos before presentation.
The Teaching Materials Center is open to
students, staff, and the public. High school
teachers, librarians, and home-schoolers use
he offering of Master
oj Science in Education
degrees (M.S.Ed.) has to be the biggest
change in the Ed/Psych Department. The
master's degrees will be offered in three
areas beginning in the summer of '96. The
three areas are Multiage/Multigrade Teach-
ing, Inclusive Education (for differently
abled children within a regular classroom),
and Outdoor Teacher Education.
Since many SDA elementary schools
have multigrade classrooms, the first two
degrees will be especially welcome. The last
degree, requested by the NAD Youth Min-
istries, reinforces Adventist emphasis on
nature as a revelation of God.
Southern College's Education and
Psychology Department anticipates the new
century with enthusiasm. Educators love a
challenge!
Information provided by the Department of Education and Psychology,
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Southern People
• Dr. Carl Swafford, 75, assistant pro-
fessor of education, successfully detended
his dissertation, Developing a Model tor
Using the Outdoor Laboratory in Elemen-
tary School Science, at the University of
Tennessee in Knoxville on November 9.
Dr. Swafford joined the faculty in 1992.
• Ann Greer and Ron Miller, '94, have
joined the faculty at McKee Library. Ann
holds a master's degree in library science.
Her assignments include directing circula-
tion and interlibrary loans and assisting
with reference. Ron is systems manager.
• TweKc students participated in the
1995 summer field school of evangelism
coordinated by Ron Clou:et in Jackson-
ville, Fla. Another eight gained real-life
training in evangelism earlier in the year
during a field school held concurrently
with the Net '95 crusade in Chattanooga.
Two field schools are also planned for 1996.
• For sharing her thoughts on "What Is
Right with the US.A," Anna May
(Warner) Hillyer, a senior history major,
received a $1,000 Walter Hunter Stamper
Jr. Award. The late Mr. Stamper was
known for his talks throughout Tennessee
on this topic.
• Dr. David Ekkens, professor of biol-
ogy, won a 1995 EdPress award for his
article on the use of animals in Adventist
schools. The "best-of-category: feature"
article appeared in the Summer 1994 issue
of the Journal of Adventist Education.
• Dr. Tim Korson, director of the Soft-
ware Technology Center at Southern Col-
lege, spoke this year in Tel Aviv, Israel,
and Munich, Germany, at conferences
related to object-oriented software.
COMSOFT, sponsor of the Software Tech-
nology Department at Southern College, is
planning its second conference dedicated
to object technology for April 1996 in
Atlanta.
• Cancer at 3AM, a new book by Helen
Pyke, associate professor of English, has
just been published, with another. The
Liberation of Allyson Broum, due for spring
release from Review &. Herald.
• Gerald Peel, '90, has been appointed
WSMC-FM general manager. After work-
ing at the radio station while a student, he
was employed full time there from August
1985 to May 1989, then returned to school.
Since graduating, he was employed locally
in computerized machining ,ind as minister
of music at a church in Rossvillc. He ha>
played trombone with the Southern Col-
lege Symphony since 1989.
» A new teacher on the Orlando campus
is Dusanka Hristic, assistant professor of
nursing. The B.S. nursing program is offered
by Southern in three Florida locations.
• Dr. Norman GuUey completed three
book manuscripts this year. The Truth As h
h in Jesus is a 300-page presentation of the
27 SDA fundamentals in light of Christ.
Christ Our Refuge in Final Events will ac-
company the senior Sabbath School quar-
terly he already wrote for third quarter
1996. S>'.stematic Theology: Volume I,
rrole,i;()mena is a 500-page textbook laying
out the basis for a theological system which
.sees the cosmic controversy as the ultimate
context in which to understand all else.
• Dr. Pam Harris, '75, was one of two
recipients of the .American Society of Infor-
mation Science 1995 Doctoral Forum Award
for the best doctoral study in the field. Her
dissertation dealt with use of the informa-
tion superhighway to predict major issues.
He Was a Friend
O.D.McKee, 1905-1995
The death of O. D. McKee, 90, on Friday,
October 27, marked the end of an era. This 1928
graduate of Southern was known not only
throughout Tennessee hut the nation for Little
Debbie® Snack Cakes. The community and busi-
ness world will miss his leadership, though his
entrepreneurial example remains.
O. D. McKee was a member of the Southern
College board of trustees from 1965-72, then an
honorary member since that time. He also was a member of the Committee of 100.
His generosity to the college leaves a lasting mark on the campus. McKee Library Is
named for him and his family. He also was general chairman of Project 80 which
raised funds for Mabel Wood Hall and Brock Hall. Thousands of students have
financed their education with work at McKee Foods. His influence continues with
his family's suggestion of directing memorial contributions to the Southern College
Worthy Student Fund.
He enrolled in 1924 at Southern Junior College. Besides his job as a janitor in
Lynn Wood Hall (where he met his future wife, Ruth King), he worked in the men's
dormitory, cut hair, and sold books in the summers to pay his iiwn way. He com-
pleted three years of high school and two years of junior college in four years, in
spite of dyslexia.
Later, he combined his education, determination, and innovation to cofound a
business which has become McKee Foods Corporation, America's largest snack cake
manufacturer. The company has been a neighbor of Southern since 1957.
The funeral was held in the CoUegedale SDA Church, with music provided by
the Southern College Symphony Orchestra and .soloist Julie Boyd-Penner.
His second wife, Thelma Roberson McKee; two sons, Ellsworth and Jack; and a
daughter, Beth Alexander, survive, along with 1 1 grandchildren and 1 7 great-grand-
children. His first wife of 61 years and longtime business partner, Ruth; and a daugh-
ter, Wynn Stevens, preceded him in death.
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Southern Update
Southern
Participates in
Festival Organ Series
Southern GDllege played a major part in
celebrating 2000 years of the pipe organ
when Festival Organ: King of Instruments
began its first of eight stops nationwide in
Chattanooga on December 2.
Five performances in the festival took
place using the Anton Heiller Organ in
the Collegedale Church, including Organ
Evensong on December 2 and 9, and Janu-
ary 13. Also on January 13, a Discovery
Concert was held with Michael Barone ot
American Public Radio's Pipedreams mod-
erating. Then on January 19, the Southern
College Symphony Orchestra performed
with Judy Glass, professor of music, on the
organ.
An anicle about Festival Organ in the
December issue o( Southern Uvmg includes
a full-color photo of Collegedale's Anton
Heiller Organ.
The festival, which featured an interac-
tive exhibition and organ conversations, in
addition to discovery concerts and recitals,
ran through January 26 in Chattanooga at
the Hunter Museum of American Art and
other area locations. It was produced by
The Westfield Center of Massachusetts.
Other festival sites include Pennsylvania,
Utah, California, Oregon, Minnesota, New
York, and Massachusetts.
Southern
College's
Eugene A.
Anderson
Organ
Series was
one of the
festival
presenters.
Judy Glass
coordinated
Southern's participation. She has taught
and performed at Southern for 20 years,
and currently has 16 organ students. •
Tobacco Heir Speaks for Smokefree Society
Patrick Reynolds, one of the most influ-
ential advocates for a smokefree society
and grandson of a tobacco company
founder, brought his antismoking message
to Southern on November 16, day of the
19th annual Great American Smokeout.
He was invited by Collegiate Adven-
tists for Better Living (CABL), a student-
run campus group that promotes a healthy
lifestyle. Reynolds' visit was part of CABL
Week, organized by Jeane Hernandez,
student director. Southern students as well
as hundreds of elementary and high school
students and members of the media turned
out for this big event.
WRCB-Channel 3, WTVC-Channci 9,
'OCDEF-Channel 12, and Chattanooga Free
Press attended a press conference with
Reynolds and some stayed for his presenta-
tion. Early the morning of the presentation
Reynolds was interviewed by phone for live
broadcast on America's Talking, NBC's
all-talk cable subsidiary with 17 million
viewers. TTien he was a guest for the first
half of "Jed and Company," a live local talk
show on WRCB-TV.
The American Cancer Society, Ameri-
can Lung Association, and the American
Heart Association each set up a display in
the back ot the gym, h;inding out anti-
smoking materials. "Kiss mc. 1 don't
smoke" stickers proved particularly popu-
lar. Many students wore blue and signed a
petition pledging support for a smokefree
sticiety.
Reynolds, who says tobacco use kills
more Americans each year than alcohol,
heroin, cocaine, tire, auto accidents, homi-
cide, and AIDS combined, knows what
he's talking about. He grew up in a family
of smokers. His grandfather was R. j.
Reynolds, founder of the powerful and
wealthy R. ]. Reynolds Tobacco Company.
Reynolds picked up the smoking habit,
too, consuming a pack a day at one time.
But he gave it all up (his smoking and his
inheritance) after watching his father and
eldest brother slowly die from emphysema,
caused by smoking the family's brands,
Camel and Winston.
Now Reynolds, the tounJor of "('itizens
for a SmokeFree America," travels the
country from coast to coast, speaking in
schools and in Congress, pushing for a
smokefree society by 2000.
- by Christina Hogan. Student Writer
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Southern Update
• Above-the-norm scores on the Aca-
demic Profile test have been achieved by
Southern College students in every area
tested. This examination assesses general
education in the "knowledge" areas of
humanities, social science, and natural
science, and the "skills" areas of reading,
writing, critical thinking, and math.
Southern ranked 7th among the 41 com-
piehensive colleges and universities par-
ticipating.
• Southern College is maintaining its
commitment to provide quality classical
music, news, and cultural programming to
the Chattanooga Tri-State area though, as
of September 30, WSMC-FM dropped its
membership with National Public Radio.
The decision to voluntarily resign after 24
years as a charter member preempted
NPR's notice of proposed termination
which was initiated by a small group of
listeners. Over several months local papers
published letters, some in support of
WSMC and its principles, others critical of
college policy to drop NPR programs dur-
ing Sabbath hours and its efforts not to
broadcast offensive segments at any time.
• The National League for Nursing re-
cently granted continuing accreditation
for Southern's baccalaureate nursing pro-
gram, with the next visit scheduled for
Spring 2003.
• Official enrollment totals for 1995-96
show 1,591 students MgneJ up tor 20,628
hours of class work, for a full-time equiva-
lent of 1,331. Though the FTE is down by
29 from last year, it remains higher than
any other year since 1982. The student
body represents 47 states and 47 countries.
• The Council on Social Work Educa-
tion, through its Commission on Accredi-
tation, has granted candidacy status to the
baccalaureate degree social work program
at Southern College.
• As an outgrowth of Southern's commu-
nity spirit, an original watercolor of
Wright Hall by Susan Cassidy Wilhoit has
been presented to Hamilton County. The
artwork hangs in a prime location in the
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main hall of the Hamilton County Court-
house, along with other watercolors of area
landmarks by the same artist.
• The planet is being handled more
gently at Southern College. Total sales of
recyclabies have increased each of the past
tour years. Beginning in 1991-92, sales
brought in $2,591. Last year, sales reached
$18,253. This year's goal for recyclabies
sold is $25,000.
• Renovation of the existing 104 resi-
dent and guest rooms in the south wing of
Thatcher Hall and Conference Center
has been completed. A sprinkler system
and elevator have been installed. Showers,
bathroom lights, fans, ceiling tile, win-
dows, heating and air conditioning units,
paint, and carpet are new. The shell is
finished tor a fourth floor with pitched
root, part of the original 1977 design when
only three stories were built. Upon
completion, this area will provide 39 addi-
tional resident rooms and a meeting room.
The main north area of Thatcher Hall has
256 student rooms for women, all of which
have been renovated recently.
• Faculty, staff, and students contributed
a total of $10,893 for the 1995 United
Way Campaign.
• Artistic works by Nikita Fomin and his
wife, Irina Safronova, were on view at the
Brock Hall Art Gallery for four weeks
ending in mid-November. The Russian
couple met with classes and faculty. A
show of Russian paintings in the collec-
tion of Bob Garten, art department chair,
began January 21.
• During fall semester, nursing students
conducted four Teddy Bear Clinics tor 4,
5, and 6-year-olds trom tour schools. Chil-
dren brought their teddy hears or dolls to
Memorial Hospital in Chattanooga and
interacted with students from Southern.
The clinics helped the youngsters see
health professionals as friends.
• New halogen lights and cushioned
flooring have been installed in the lies
Physical Education Center. The new hard-
wood parquet surface (800,000 pieces of
wood) replaced 30-year-old deteriorating
flooring. The lights are energy-saving, yet
brighter.
Steel goes up for Hickman Science Center
A crane has punnuated Southern's skyline m recent weeks. Construction of the new Hickman Science
Center, a $6 million classroom and laboratory building, is under way.
Named m honor of the parents and family of James W. Hickman, '36. the 62,500 square-foot building will be
the new home of the departments of biology, chemistry, computer science and technology, mathematics, and ph/sics.
Schaerer Construaion of Chattanooga is the builder. Hickman is a retired dentist and developer from Longwood, Fla., who
has been descnbed as "a generous and loyal alumnus." His parents, James and Evangeline Hickman, moved into the
Collegedale community in 1928. James, Sr,, was an active leader of the colporteur work in the Southern Union for many years.
Departments anticipate moving to the new facility early in 1997 if weather allows construction as scheduled.
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HOMECOMING 95 put the spot-
light on educators, those who
have taught at Southern over the years
and those who caught their enthusiasm
for teaching and have gone all over the
world as educators.
An open house at the brand new
21st Century Classroom was an example
of changes alumni found on the campus
(see article on page 4)- The rich sound
of die Meistersinger, which had its 23-
year reunion with director Manin
Robertson, illustrated how some things
have stayed the same.
So much went on—from the Thurs-
day evening banquet when K. M.
Kennedy was acclamied all-time favorite
teacher, to Sunday morning when honor
classes and Young Alumni enjoyed a
special breakfast—that space does not
allow a full recap. The following photos
may help stir memories. Alumni who
weren't in CoUegedale October 26 to 29
may write or call the Alumni Office at
(423) 238-2827 for a copy of the printed
program (available while supplies last).
(All photos by Rudy Achata, David Poppo. and Grady Sapp III.)
Betti Mellor Francis receives Young AlumraoMie Year award—-
fron Geo'gia O'Bnen
10' Fm\Wmii: :9
at Founders' Day Musicale
Beverly Ericson and Onca Sirbu
V?lma Walker Boyd and Bette Walters Miller
SlllillimlklMNS* M
K M Kennwtv 'eceives the All-Time Favorite Teacher tmrd
iioniGeoi5cBdt)w.k
Obed Cnn, Anjie Wllfams. KdV WDiaira, jnd Denise Anderson sang Sabbath afternoon
?,'» aid Wayne VandeVere with his retirement rocker presented by business alumni Travis Patterson
and Mike Liebelt sang with die Meistersinger reunion chorus
David and Barbara 'jirna participated in the
ninth annua! Southern Shuffle waikj'run
Tom fiihlQck a^d Cy' Roe
toward establishing a Wa/ne VandeVere Alumni Chair of Accounting
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Don Sahly smiles at tde raincd-out golf tournament
Oassroom scene at the Hcrioge Museum in Lyrai Wood Hall
Sutherland. Timothy Bainum, Annette Hanna, Gail Bosarge, Judy Winters, Arlene McFarland,
Dennis Greenawalt, Joyce Cook. Elaine Palmer / Alberta Wecker. Brenda Thoresen. Becky
Soapes. Lydia McAllister. Gloria Barenie, Cindy Richardson. Gladys Lincoln / Donna Roberts.
Nancy Turner. Eddie Towles. Ray Minner. Jutta Malgadey. Brenda Morris. Lorella Howard,
Rose Stamplli. Mary Maxson, Carlene Jamerson. Gladys Hanna, Sonp Johnson. Mary Teeters
1965. Jerry AlbrfHPWHBpiBIJB^Wiitsett, Klaus Kowarsch, Bert Coolidgl
]i ;i: :,, Pat Kirstein, Joyce Richer, -:=,; l; J,-:.;'';.:: =,:: '..'^-.er,
Elizabeth Albncton, Carol Ringer / Beverly Winsted. Sharon Morris. Frances Robertson.
Sylvia Klein, Bob Murphy, Louis Phillips. Tui Pitman. Frances Martin. George Miller
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Eva Lynne Huff, Bette Walters Miller, and Margie Campbell
andjor fis^ie'
S.-acket! and laci Ps,-t«5
at ;^e Way-e VjijeVere Gala
ivin Stewart antl great-gratidson Spencer Weddle
5~s-.
-h'A/in jn<) Crint Tijttle (r'
ei^^ and Kiith(?[p ^.iriotf
SoilTim COMIMNS .15
Robert and Vdma Smith
[|)WIBBI.Wny a ii ti!|ft1W»yrl'k.l»i», i^ l^f«Mnm|u. Drtii fnwiiji
Rebecca Anderson, Don Schlender, Ron Wolosey, Bill Hamilton, Susan Nielsen, Larry
Spears. Peg^ Smith, William Taylor II ,' Harry Best, Karen Wicklifl, Deborah Simmons,
Karen Milliken, Connie Walls, Katherine Lord, Betty Brendle / Daina Hakes. David Hakes,
John Beckett, Charles Shields, Bob Moore, Dwight Herod, Barbara James, David James,
Pamela Harris, Carl Swafford, Susan Bossenberry
".-J' Angle Williams Comne 'loung, Ruth Watson, ana Sue Wescolt
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'S"' 6a^i"' rKl'sdMfWd'foulWaBeBJV.M CV 'SCI
So-Ju-Conian Birthday Scholarship awards
R&kr! Zcmer. ^cc^ti Aluranus of the Year award from
Ma7 Elam, new Alumni Association president
Rhonda and Eric Moci-.
-'i-
-S'^-^ accepis D.siir.g^ished Ser\'ice award on behalf
of her late father, Warner E. McClure, Ir,
Ma,-, ,a:,cs and Bill Zill peruse Ific program
Alumnus of the Year award from Katie Lamb Student Missionary to Micronesia
all of whom attended Southern College
'. E-? :•
rarvin Robertson was jiven j computer by his appreciative (ii?Tlelslersin|er
.:\.n/, "lenibers over the years
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President's Message
Southern is once again experiencing a pulsation
ot growth and expansion. The new Hickman
Science Center is becoming a campus reality—and
not a moment too soon! With explosive growth of
enrollment in science courses here at Southern and
the rapid increase in technology, we eagerly antici-
pate the center's ctimpletion in 1997.
Although the look ot the campus has changed
since the days when Southern's buildings were sur-
rounded by bams and pastures, the same rural, small-
town atmosphere so conducive to
learning and Christianity pervades.
The same spiritual attitudes and
optimism permeate the campus.
The high-quality faculty and aca-
demic programs still prepare stu-
dents to meet the rising challenges
of their chosen professions.
Donald R Sahiy As Southcm's alumni and
triends pass through our doors, they catch a glimpse
ot our vision for the best preparation of students for
future service. Many have expressed their desire to
be tangibly involved in helping us achieve this goal.
We want to honor those who have contributed to
Southern College, helping to build this fine institu-
tion we know today. As a way of recognizing indi-
viduals as partners in the development of the college,
we have created a new format of recognition.
We extend our heartfelt gratitude to you, our do-
nors, for joining in our vision as we attempt to meet
the challenges facmg us in the 21st century!
The following lists reflect giving during the fiscal year. June 1. 1994, through May 31, 1995- Every effort
has been made for accuracy if your name is misspelled, inadvertently omitted, or misplaced, please
accept our sincere apologies and advise the Alumni Office.
Thank You
(Uvs or 1921-32
Class igenc Etfy^ Cothren
Tool dotations: S20J 1
9
Pmidpaoon: iSS
50* reunion: I99i
Allen. Rose A
Boyd. Minam
Clark. Walter B
Covwlntk. Jesse Starton
Duge. John Frederick
Franz. Clyde O
Hendershot. Ralph E
Hunter. DonW
Jacobs. Cart L
Jacobs. Ray L
Jacobs. Ruth E
Kerth. hJellah
King. Aubrey
Marshall. Minna H
Massengill. Cloie
McAllister, lone
McClure. Howard Everett
Odom, Martha
Odom. Robert Leo
Paxton. Carolyn
Payne. Opal Lucille
Schill. Jean Wmgate
Shanan. Serphouhi T
Shelden, H Raymond
Slate. Myrtle E
Speyer. John F
Steinman. Donald V
Stevens. Hazel Geraldine
Thompson. Margaret
Travis. Grace
ri>voFl033-:?7
Class agenc ircel Bennett
Tool donations; SH,7I3
PiracipiUon: 31%
iO- reunion: 1996
Brown. Maxine
Burger. Dorothy
Chambers. James R
Cruise. Joseph S
HaJI. Aiben N
Henn. Mazie Alice
Hickman. James W
Holmes. Laura Ashby
Kenny. Gladys Null
Payne. Donald E
Taylor, Margaret Deaux
Webster. Frederick C
WoKer. Emogene Shirley
CiAvs OF 1938-40
Oast igent: Martin Bird
Totil donitiom: iSO)
Pirticipition: 26%
SOf reunion: 1996
Aebersold. Charles E
Albock. Dons
Ballentine. Geneva Estelle
Bowen. Robea N
Cowdnck. Mary R
Fredenck. Eldrne Allen
Highsmith. Florence Follis
Hooper. Harry Ralston
Irwin. Ruby
Ivey. Alyce Mane
Ughthall. Wallace John
Magoon. David Albert
May. Eunice
Shorter. Roland W
Stauffer. G Lester
Clw or 1941-42
C/ass agenc TTiyra Sloan
Total donations: $603
Participation: 44%
50^ reunion: 1996
Buck. Elsie Landon
Davis. Charles Arthur
Foust. Talietha Beta
Hendershot. Hoyt V
Hooper. June Snide
Hughes. Ross Eugene
Lobdell. Opal
Ludington. Don Clifford
Mauldin. Lois Lorraine
Petty. Fredenck C
Sheddan. John Holliday
Sloan. Thyra
Snide. Hazel
Trummer. Esther Carterette
REUNION
(Lto(iil!)4(i
Oass agent: Verne Dortch
Total donations: $I2S
Participation: 29%
50-year reunion: 1996
Martin. Caroline K
Memman. Margarita
Shields. Ruby
J
Wheeler, Ann
("Lvsvorl943
Class agent.- June Blue
Total donations: $375
Participation: 43%
50+ reunion: 1996
Blue. June
Carithers, Juanita Jo
Howard, Edgar Randall
Jones, Elvine
Keplinger, John Edgar
McKee, Lois Evelyn
Schomburg, William Marshall
Stephenson, Dorothy
Williamson. Grayce
CiAss or 1944
Class agent: George Fuller
Total donations: S32S
Participation: 46%
50+ reunion: 1996
Boyle. Claudine W
Crews, Lu Ann Tunison
Fuller, George V
Koudele, Mary Elizabeth
Macmillan, Kathenne
Smith. Elouise Wynn
CiAvs or 1945
Class agent: Alan Buse
Total donations: J/ 75
Participation: 45%
50+ reunion: 1996
Bush, Alan Floyd
Darnell, Mary
Donch. Verne C
Henderson, Mary
Stockdale. Lyte Marie
fuss (IF 1947-48
Class agent: Robert Wood
Total donations: $785
Participation: 33%
50-year reunion: 1997
Bishop. Robert Samuel
Connell. Goldie M
Cushing. Sara Mae
Darnell. Robert Caner
Henderson, Orville Rogers
Hoover. Robert Theron
Kenny. E Fisher
Kimber. Alice Mae
Kinder.
J
B
Kreger. Mildred Evelyn
Michaelis. Naomi Smith
Ritchie. Max Lee
Roach. Roben Albert
Soule. Joseph A
Stewan. Ervin B
fi.woFl949
Class agent: Frances Andrews
Total donations: $5,375
Participation: 34%
50-year reunion: 1999
Anderson. Fern Wheeler
Andrews, Frances E
Brackett, Jimmie Lou
Carballal, Manuel M
Cavanaugh, Ameralyn
Clough. Earl Melvin
Geach. Robert Willard
Ostman, Virginia
Veltman. Irene
Watson, Ruth
Wheeler. Ben D
fuss or 1951
Class agent: David Henrilaen
Total donations: $555
Participation: 31%
Next reunion: 2001
Acuff. Calvin C
Bennett. Homer Douglas
Bromback. Jerald Edwin
Collins. Edward Milton
Elam. Mary Elizabeth
Hendry. Malone H
Jacobs. Jamile
Laubach. Chauncey F
Morris. Caroline M
Pierce. Doris
Pleasants. Lloyd Wendell
Susleck. Dorothy Zill
Veltman. Fred
Wampler. William Dean
Woolsey. Raymond H
Zill. William Forrest
fuvs OF 1950
Class agent: Tom AsMock
Total donations: $1,201
Participation: 30%
50-year reunion: 2000
Bullock. Thomas Edison
Chastain. Andrew F
Cutter, Charles Lewis
Flynt. Harold Lewis
Fulfer. James G
Fuller. Forrest LaVerne
Haynes. George Paul
Just. Avolt B
Peterson. Betty
Petty, George E
Phillips. Betty
Phillips, Harold Roger
Pierson. Dollis M
Ward. Paul Peyton
fuss nr 1952
Oass agent; Uyton Sutton
Total donations: $545
Participation: 28%
Next reunion: 2002
Burtnett. Helen
Chai|. Nicolas
Donesky. Peter W
Drachenberg, Dora
J
Eurick, Dewey
J
Hams, Charles Percy
Hoyt. Emery Floyd
Jones, William E
Liles, Aubrey H
Olson, Jessie May
Park, Lester E
Ryals. John W
Schriber, Marilou Parker
Sutton. Layton Ray
CiAss or 1953
Class agent: Dolly Fillman
Total donations: $1,703
Participation: 21%
Next reunion: 2003
Banle. Roy F
Brown. Koy Thomas
Collins. Betty
Collins, E Dale
Facundus. Jack P
Fox, Archie G
Hust, William A
Johnson, Marjorie
Kinsey, Martha
Martz. Jack
Phalen. Ruby
Sloan. Richard D
Walden. Catherine
Walden, Relious Leroy
fiAssorl954
Class agent: Ted Craves
Total donations: $31,733
Participation: 44%
Next reunion: 2004
Genton. Lola Mane
Graham. Coretta and Obed
Graves. Ted N
Gutekunst. Gerard
Henson. John William III
Kenyon. Gerald
Kleppe. Betty
McKee, Ellsworth
Medanich. Jerry
Olsen, Oluf Edwin
Pierson, Pauline
Rogers. Marvin Edward
Spruill, Milford
Stubbs, Barbara
Wilson, Barbara and Fred
Wilson. Elden R
fuss or 1955
Class agent: Crady Smoot
Total donations: $6,098
Participation: 23%
Next reunion: 2005
Burchard. Ann
Christiansen, Hugo W
Geach. Letha Mabel
Greenleaf. Floyd L
Gulley. Norman R
Hinson. Kathryn
Hulsey. William
J
McKinney. James Ray
Pifer. John Franklin
Schnber. John William
Shepard. Richard H
Smoot. Joseph Grady
REUNION
fuss or 1956
Class agent: Don Holland
Total donations: $495
Participation: 22%
40-year reunion: 1996
Bauer, David H
Bennett, Peggy Elizabeth
Gager, George N
Hart, Carol
Holland. Donald E
King. Jane
Palsgrove, Carol
Sauls. R Lynn
Dennison. Ira
J
Dunchek. Helen Emily
Dunchek. John T. Sr
Hefferlin. Inelda
Johnson. Harold S
Lorren, Clymera
Lowe. Anne
Peel. James D
fuss or 1959
Class agent: jimmy Rhodes
Total donations: $345
Participation: 17%
Next reunion: 1999
Burchard. Robert W
Burke, Kenneth Iber
Burke, M Eugene
Cardona. Fernando
Wood, Izora
f L\ss (IF 1957
Class agent: jack Bohannon
Total donations: $261
Participation: 16%
Next reunion: 1997
Bottsford, John E
Burtnett, Frank Clayton
Caudill. Billie
Damron, Chester H
Dever, Homer Hobart
Jobe, Bob L
Rodgers, Ronald Brent
fuss or 1958
Class agent: Inelda Heflerlin
Total donations: $3,302
Participation: 23%
Next reunion: 1998
Baldwin. Mildred Marie
Burke. Mary Sue
Clark. Frances Inez
=^^^-
fuss or 1960
Class agent: Bill Tate
Total donations: $360
Participation: 16%
Next reunion: 2000
Burke. Theresa
Fountain. Jewel
Holloway. Marie Frances
Klingstrand. Arne A
Leeper. James Charles
McElroy, James C
Reyna. Wilfred Felan
Strefling. Ruth
Tate, Winford N
Tyler, Esther Virginia
ASS OF
Class agent: Dan Rozell
Total donations: $670
Participation: 15%
Next reunion: 2001
Baker. John E
Coggin. David Lynn
Gulp, Nettie Mae
French. Sarah
Green, Richard E
Hall, Donald Eugene
McElroy. Joy
Miller, Jeanne
Oxberger, Everett Earl
fuss OF 1962
Class agent: Benny Moore
Total donations: $1,698
Participation: 16%
Next reunion: 2002
Bolton, Lillian D
Buckingham, Carolyn
Culpepper. James C
Fuller. Glenn Arthur
Haynes. Sandra Elliot
Hendershot. Ralph M
Kovalski. Sandra Collier
Moore, W Benjamin
Mundy, William Charles
Orange. Patricia Mathers
Watson, William Ronald
SomiaN (kllM^s '21
Thank You
Class of 1963
Class agent: Wayne Darnell
Total donations: $1,840
Participation: 11%
Next reunion: 2003
Black. Patricia
Coggin, Sylvia
Cross. Darrell Keith
Dickenson, Robert Berry
Eirich, Paul Ronald
Fillman. Leonard Noel
Grantier, David Raymond
Jansen. Carl
Kovalski. Gerald Niel
Sauls. Helen
fLWorl!)64
Class agent: John hwler
Total donations: $660
Participation: 16%
Next reunion: 2004
DuBose. Robert Elwood
Fowler. John Wesley
Hale, Gloria and Robert
Hall, Joy
Ho, Rosalind Hendren
Moulton, Janelle
Murphy, Anne Denslow
Randolph, Gar/ E
Roberts, Mary Ann
Thompson, Carolyn Arlene
Ward, W Freeman
Watson, Lanier A
Cla.ss of 1965
Class agent: Bert Coolidge
Total donations: $6,337
Participation: 24%
Next reunion: 2005
Albntton, Elizabeth and Jerry
Coolidge, Herbert Everett
Crandell. Dons
Cross, Billie
Cross, Pamela Smith
Dickinson, Robert Weldon
Dixon. Rebecca
Morns, Sharon
Moulton, David R
Murphy, Robea Bruce Jr
Nesbitt, William S
Petty, Mary Ruth
Pitman, Tui Devere
Richen, Jr, Joyce and Anhur
Salsberry. Glenda
Sasser. Patricia Jane
Smith. Linda C Sammer
Williams. Larry Walter
Willis. William H
Zoerb, Ruth
REUNION
Class of 1966
Class agent: jim Boyle
Total donations: $2,315
Participation: 16%
30-year reunion: 1996
Adams. Howard Elison
Cross. Garland Ray
Elkins. Harold Eugene
Fisher. Lloyd H
Hasel. Hilde
Hoyle. Jerry Donald
Leitner, Jack
Lowman. Marvin Gerard
Maples. Donald Kenneth
McFarland. Ina
Meyers. Daryl L
Mundy. H Susi
Nelson. William Steen
Olis. Donnie Gay
Prosser. Ruth
Roddy. Norma
J
Steele, Libby
Thurmond. James Earl
Wedel. Janice
Wilhs.Jan
Wood. William Lewis
Class OF 1967
Class agent: Bobbi Whidden
Total donations: $4,112
Participation: 19%
Next reunion: 1997
Botten, Beverly
Brown. Glenda Jansen
Brown. Kenneth Wayne
Dawaf. Laneta
Dittes. Alber: Gordon
Dixon. Paull Errect
Elliston. Judy
Evans. George Thomas
Foulkes, Judith May
Greene, James Arthur
GuJnn, Janye Duane
Herman. Ellen M
Herman. James Kenneth
Jewett. David George
Knight. Phyllis
Miller. Patricia
Nichols, Marian
Reifsnyder, Edward Filbert
Robertson. Earl Lewellyn
Sinclair, Sarah Elizabeth
Steele. Dennis F
Summerour, Robea Brooke
Swafford, Evelyn
Vollmer. Donald Evans
Williams. James Russell
Wilson, Donovan Dean
Wood, lanet Ruth
Clis.sof1968
Class agent: George Powell
Total donations: $8,307
Participation: 12%
Next reunion: 1998
Ahl. Ernest T
Avant. C Edward
Baker. Murdnal
Castleberg. Evelyn
Dittes, Patricia Lea
Duckett, Beverly
Eggers, John Richard
Elliston, Bruce
Erwin, James E
Graham, Leon
Hendershot, Hoyt Lewis
Labrenz, Phyllis
Leggett, Hugh Vernon, Jr
Powell, George A
Swinyar, David
J
Waters, Cora Marina
West, Donald Leroy, Jr
Cuss OF 1969
Class agent: Jeanne Dickinson
Total donations: $6,300
Participation: 16%
Next reunion: 1999
Caldwell, O Richard
Castleberg, David Lee
Chafdn, Shirley
Dickenson, Jeanne Stamper
Dickinson, Ruth Cole
Dreos. Mary Elizabeth
Durkin. Connie
Dyer. Doris Faye
Farr. Henry Elsworth
Genton, Meredith
Jackson. Connie
Jensen. Carolyn
Kanna. Art Allan
Lee. Louise Constance
Martin. Kathleen
McGhinnis. Willis T
McNulty, Frances
Mercer, A Ruth
Newman, Betty
Schey, Diana
Schmehl. Malcolm Rolland
Strong. Dixie and William
Thompson. Verle Burton
Tol. Bill
Wyckoff. Maurice Alexander
Ciassof1970
Class agent: Diane Avant
Total donations: $2,673
Participation: 12%
Next reunion: 2000
Avant. Diane
Babcock. Marjorie
Bainum. Timothy Ewing
Clarke. Margaret Allen
Davis, Mary Jo
Durkin. Martin Walter
Evans. Bonnie
Floyd, Gilbert B
Freeman, Marsha Lee
Garver. Phillip George
Genton. Marc Ernest
Gilmore. Elizabeth L
Haynes. Carole
Johnson, Son|a
Neal, Edward Clare
Priest, Joseph Perry
Sammer. Christine Marie
Servoss. Ronald Lee
Spears, Shirley
Stanaway. Barbara Colleen
Tol, Carol
Vincent. Cecilia
Winters. Judy
Wittenberg. Merlin Maurice
REUNION
Cuss OF 1971
Class agent: David Winters
Total donations: $1,695
Participation: 12%
25-year reunion: 1996
Boyle. John William
Campbell. Marjone
Evans. Robert C
Freeman. Frances Juanita
Garner. Sharon Jeanette
Hilton, Forrest Hughes
Hyde, Bradley Garth
Juhl, Albert Gordon
Kerr, Elton Robert
Kerr, Marga
Koh. Kang Song
Koh, Linda
Loor, June Eleanor
Manzano, Daniel Wayne
Nichols, James Thomas
Priest, Sharon
Robberson. Sharon
Seidel. Lynda
Shrader. Karen Ann
Swanson. Victoria Grace
Winters. David R
Wiser, Linda Sue
Clissof1972
Class agent: Charles Ferguson
Total donations: $4,680
Participation: 13%
Next reunion: 1997
Barto, Michael Allen
Brown. Ronald Clifford
Crawford. Andrew Seburn
Dutton. Joy
Fox, Carol
Fnberg, A Russell, Jr
Hagen, Mary Ellen
Haupt. William Alvin
Hilton. Debbie Kay
Hyde. Sylvia Helen
Inzarry. Kathryn
James. Samuel Thomas
Jewett. Jenny Lee
Johnson. Thelma
Ledbetter. Cheryl
Loor. John Robert
McFarland. Carol Easley
Morns. James Oiin
Oetman, Bonnie
Pierce, Charles Laurence
Rhodes, Susan Elizabeth
Rowlett, Phyllis
Ruby. Velda
Seeley.
J
Kalhy
Taylor. Dennis Alva
Taylor. Joan Murphy
Von Maack. Wolfgang
Walters, Keith Daryl
Wuerstlin. Frednck Karl
Cuss OF 1973
Class agent: Ben Kochenower
Total donations: 3,568
Participation: 9%
Next reunion: 1998
Allen. Betty W
Barco. Florence Sue
Bricker. Douglas Earl
Bncker. Kathy
Butler, Alma Mae
Chapman. Carole
Cook, Charlie Sparks
Cook, Chen
Davidson, Glenda
Davidson, Robert Lee
Elmendorf. Frederick L
Flahaut. Lettia Luanne
Hallman. Joyce Elaine
Hunt. Kathenne B
Kochenower. Beniamin Doug
Marlin. Deborah Winters
Oetman. Harvey Earl
Vigh. Susonya
Wilson. Donald Lloyd
Wohlers. Bobbie Sue
Wuerstlin. Michelle Truax
Cuss OF 1974
Class agent: Joyce Cotham
Total donations: $1,558
Participation: 10%
Next reunion: 1999
Ahlfeld. Pamela White
Cotham. Joyce
Crawford. Rolland Melvin
Dalton, H Mark
Dennis, Waunita
Edgmon, Janice
Hagen, Ronald Albert
Hawkins, James Alton
Hawkins, Sandra Seeley
Ingersoll, Karen
Okimi, Wayne Daniel
Rhodes, Faye Irene
Ruf, Warren Butler
Rumsey. Shirley
Senkaku. Dianna
Snyder, Richard Clyde
Soule, John Edward
Surkey, Willie-Mae
Swayze, Carol Wickham
White, William Edward
-«=^^&-
Cuss OF 1975
Class agent: Peggy Smith
Total donations: $878
Participation: 10%
Next reunion: 2000
Bossenberry, Susan Lynn
Bryant, David Arthur
Burke, Dennis Eugene
Carey, Richard Neal
Coppock, Carol Elizabeth
Denny. Shirley Anne
Dunder. Terrance George
Fntts, Susan
Hakes, Daina
Hakes, David Lee
Hall, Susan
Hanson, Daniel Joseph
Hams, Pamela Lou
James, Barbara
James, David Carlton
Latham, David Edwin
Lowe, Martha Carolyn
Marshall, Diane
Moore, Robert Crumley
Smith, David
Smith, Peggy Janelle
Snow, Angela
Taylor, William H II
Woodruff. Krista
Zier. Joni Irene
R E II N I N
Cuss OF 1976
Class agent: Dale Townsend
Total donations: 1,153
Participation: 12%
20-year reunion: 1996
Abbott. Glen Frederic
Allan. Nelda Kay
Banks. Joan
Berry. Daniel Kenneth
Brown, Gary Dean
Burnside. Edward Hale II
Carey. Susan Elizabeth
Coble. Joy
Dalton. Marilee
Degrave. Sheri
Edgmon, Gary Martin
Elmendorf, Sheila
Hoekenga. Carole B
Lemke. Michelle Elizabeth
McGrady, Glenn
Norskov, William Richard
Roach, Joyce Suzanne
Roberts, William P
Robertson, Treva Charlene
Runyon, Clyde Ben)amin
Senkaku, David Yasuyoshi
Sharley, Harry Joseph
Shields, Jonathan Lynn
Shields, Maureen L
Shrader, John Alan
Shrader, Sandra Kay
Siddall, Diane
Snow, Timothy R
Stone, Francis Albert
Townsend. Dale Joseph
Townsend, Janet
Voorheis. Alice
Weller, Cynthia
Wiehn, Roger Dale
Wiehn, Ruth Earle
Zerbee, Gloria Arlene
Cuss OF 1977
Class agent: Terry Day
Total donations: $1,045
Participation: 7%
Next reunion: 1997
Benge, Robert Cameron
Blondo, Janet L
Brooks, David Nathan, Jr
Halversen. Judith Ann
Halversen. Warren James
Harlow. Bruce George
Hill, Gerald Robert
Klaver. John Sherman
Lim. Carol Lynn
Lowe. Michael Douglas
Miles. Juanita Ruth
Moore. Wanda Darlene
Roddy. Donna
Ruby, William Wesley
Sanderford, Kathy
Stagg. Karyn
Tolbert. Gary James
Wood, Michael Neall
Woodruff, Roger Dean
Cuss OF 1978
Class agent: Ken Rogers
Total donations: $1,380
Participation: 9%
Next reunion: 1998
Attride, Sherry B
Benge. Debbie
Boelter. Vincent Earl
Boggs. Susan C
Cherne, Melvin John
Davidson. Edwin Bryant
Davidson, Joy Ann
Doherty, Lois M
Donesky. Gracelyn Dorine
Fennell. Pamela
22* Fau\Wi,™I995
Thank You
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Gadd.H Robert
HamnxwxJ. Kaihryn R
Hartwell. Jeanne Denise
Hartwdl. Raymond Clifford
Henning, Linda Ann
Henning, Volker S
Hittle. Theodore Allen
Hyde. Aileen Marcia
Johnson. Cynthia
Kretschmar. Donna
McLarty. Gary Lee
Norskov. Jeanne Denski
Sdiiefer. Mark
Spearj. Dajna
Spears. John David
Sweatman. Irene
Thurber. John Michael
Wampter. James William
Woolcock. John Chartes
fLAv^nFl979
Cliss igenc jim Ooaer
Tool donations: $2,115
PartJdpaoon: 11%
Ntxt reunion: 1999
Blondo. Rjchard Albert
Boyd. Kathy
Burgdorff, Betsy
Bumham. Rhonda
Campbell. Shellie
Carwile. Juanita Jean
Closser. James Byron
Ckisser. Myma
Cone, Arthur E
Cone. Sharon
Cress. David Cans
Hall. Danny Edward
Hess. Deborah Kj|ak
Hunt. Steven Crajg
Johnson. Frances
Johnson. Ronald Duane
Martin. Scott Douglas
McKee, Sharon Sisson
McNeilus, Donna
Meharry. Steve L
Meyer. Bonnie Sue
Meyer. Mearle Edwin
Ott. Myma
Patterson. Pamela S
Potts. Frank Butler
Red. Nelda Mitchell
Shaw. Ann
Sokolies. Cynthia Luella
Stagg. Arthur Joseph
Starkey. Dennis Lee
Starkey. Tamara
Swafford. John Allan
Thompson. Ira Edward
Williams. Gary Dewayne
Younts. Phillip Ray
Cia^sof1I)80
Qiis igtnt frtd Stephens
Totil ionitms: il,J65
Participation; tO%
Heit reunion: 200C
6ald//in, Clementine P
Bateman, Terry Andrew
Birch, Beverly Lorraine
Bodtker. Marceil Elaine
Bowen. Thomas Jackson
Cotton. David Lee
Dannenberger, Martha Gail
Darmody. Steven Grady
Graves. George Nathaniel
Hansen. Julia
Hess. Charles Douglas
Hudson. Nellie
Johnson, Karen Sue
Littell, Ned Giles. Jr
Lorenz. Angela Addison
McVay. John Kenneth
McVay. Pamela
Medanich. Sharon Louise
Milton. Sheilia
Moms. Brenda Murray
Myers. Donna Jean
Powell. Lindon Gray
Powell, Sandra Wallace
Riess. Anita Henderson
Rimer, Fred A
Robertson. Debra us
Roddy. Harold Michael
Schleier, Kathy D
Schrock. Earl Ben)amin
Shaw, Kenneth Louis
fiAvs(irlf)81
Class agent Greg King
Total donations: S6.223
Pardcipadon: 8%
Next reunion: 200
1
Abernathy, Marcia E
Adels, Peggy Mane
Burchard, William Henry
Cannon, Scott Alan
Carwile, Howard "Bo." Jr
Durham, Marjorie
Fntzsche, Sharon Denee
Hennquez, Roberto C
Hunt. Barbara Hayes
King, Gregory Alan
Levens, June
McKee. Debra Elizabeth
Norman, Bruce Richard
Philpott. Gary Duane
Souza. Tammy L
Stone. William Michael
Taylor. Pam
Thoresen, Kann Mane
Tyson, Barbara Jean
Tyson. Elbert Moye
Walters. Dale Lee
Warren. Grayson Gene
(JAssnFl982
Class agent: Brian Ringer
Total donations: SB, 1 46
Participation: 8%
Next reunion: 2002
Adams. Jessie Mae
Anderson, Gwyann lola
Brand, Jay Lloyd
Danforth, Julia N
DeLay, Judith Lynn
Duerksen, Deborah Sue
Ellis, Deborah Jean
Ewing, Judy Kaye
Filiberto, Jeffrey Dohre
Goeckentz, Bruce Edwin
Graves. Melanie F
Hammond, William Nelson
Hersch, Lorabel Midkifl
Hughes, Penelope Jayne
Huh, Young Uk
Hyder. Florence M
Hyder. Mark Stefan
Jansen, Paul Wayne
Knecht. Margaret
Malloch. Rhonda A
Markoff. David Dwight
Mills. Kathy A
Pennell. Gary Doyle
Poist. Nancy Christine
Ross. Stephen Blanco
Warren. Amanda
CiA»«0Fl983
Class agent Victor CzeHasij
Total donations: $1,209
Participation: 7%
Next reunion: 2003
Bradley, Kenneth Wayne
Czerkasi). Victor
Ertel. Diane
FttzGerald. Steven jay
Guthne. Patncia Gentry
Hodges. Leasa Clare
Horton. Marian Couzen
Howard. Terry Lee
Jennings. Timothy Ray
Johnson. Joanne
Knight. Lon
LeBeau. Rebecca Hayes
Marlow, Stephen William
McGuire. Rhonda Lynn
McHenry, Sarah
Mills. Harry Brooker
Mohr, Ronald Michael
Pamsh. Todd K
Russell. Kathy Sue
Shaw. Kevin Dwight
Stunkard. David Roy
VandeVere, Michelle Luke
Wong. Robert C.K
riASMIFl9S4
Class agent Malinda Satumo
Total donations: $844
Participation: 6%
Next reunion; 2004
Adels, David Owen
A/iders. Pamela Kay
Anderson, Wayne Oliver
Barrow. Susie
Chase. M Michelle
Chung, Linda Im
Clegg, Carolyn
Cress, Lynn Bandel
Helmer, Beverly Fay
Klinvex, Christopher Paul
Krause, Kassandra Lynn
O'Brien. John Patrick
Oft, Juvernia Estella
Schaefer, Sharon Louise
Schmidt, Donnette L
Shaw, Terryn
VandeVere. Robert Wayne
Watson, Hilma Loleta
Cuy (IF 1985
Class agent Kevin Morgan
Total donations: il,27i
Participation: 9%
Next reunion: 2005
Anderson, Denise Read
Bame. Mark Edward
Blum, Clyde Delbert
Cantrell. Jacquelyn A
Duerksen, Russell Scott
Durichek. Rebecca
Gershon, James Louis
Goffm, Wayne A
Grubbs, Paula Jean
Harrison. Estrella Arbis
Holland, Sharon Lynn
Klinvex, Elizabeth
Loree. Carol Joyce
Lyons, Carol Lenore
McElroy, James Glenn
Monteith, John Andrew
Mutz, Dawn Mane
Nase, Lon Ann
Nase, William Bnan
Negron, Dennis
Offill, Richard Wesley
Parnsh, Lisa Arlene
Sadau, Roxanne Lynn
Shields. David
J
Sicher. Anna Diana
Thoresen. Garth Olaf
Whaley. joy
Wurl. Leslie Chnstme
fLW(iFl986
Class agent Suzanne Bird
Total donations: $1,218
Participation: 12%
10-year reunion: 1996
Bame. Mitzi Renee
Barrow, Brent Alan
Bignall, Orville Newton
Blum, Claire
Burns, Karen Winetta
Chase, Donald Glen
Farley, Betty Louise
Ford, H Zell
Ford, Heide Michelle
Gano, David Lee
Gentry. Joanne Arlene
Gentry, Michael Vance
Huh, Katherme Lee
Jenson, Laura Christie
Learned, Linda
Lyons, Justin Clyde
McQuistan, Joel Ray
McQuistan. Shan Jeanette
Mixon, Valorie Gay
Morgan, Darla
J
Paradis, John Bnan
Priddy, Kenneth Jay
Pubillones, Ingrid
Robertson, Randall Dee
Rozell, Daniel W
Shields. Sondra Esther
Van Ornum, Roger Henry
Vaughan, Robert Eugene
Walden. Mary Ann
Wurl, Jonathan Loel
Ciassof1987
Class agent Rusty McKee
Total donations: $2,449
Participation: 7%
Next reunion: 1997
Daniel, Michele La Rae
Fogg, Michelle Kay
Lastine, Rob Allen
Lorren, Katnna Elise
Luna. Yamile Mercedes
McKee. Russell, Jr
Mixon, Myron Roy Dean
Narvaez, Juan Carlos
Natzke, Richard Allen
O'Brien, Georgia G
Rada. Bobby Rienzi
Richert. Charles Arlin
Theus. Brenda Gabbert
Theus, Virgil Ted
Vaughan. Tammy Renee
Wilcox. Kirk Alexander
CiAssoFl988
Qass agent Zireer Cursetjee
Total donations: $1883
Participation: 9%
Next reunion: 1998
Ball. Loucretia Mane
Butler. Jennifer Lee
Carpenter, Lisa Ann
Drab. Chene Lynn
Drab. Jack Nguyen
Durby. Bradley Louis
Engelkemier, Brenda Ellen
Gano, Deborah Lynne
Gates. Deborah Lynn
Kinsey, Richard Lloyd
Kinsey, Terrie Renee
Kinsey. Tina Miller
Korff, Renou Pierre
McElroy. Clarence Jay
McKee. Christopher Todd
Michaelis. Van Ivan
Rada. Cheryl Wren
Richert, Shauna McLain
Rivas, Victor
Stone. V Darlene
Vigh. Alexander L
Vollberg. Carlton Mark
Wheeler. Stanley Don
Zaiabak. Wilma Jeanne
fiA^s()Fl989
Class agent Don MacLaflerty
Total donations: $1,339
Participation: 8%
Next reunion: 1999
Allen. Robin Lorraine
Austin. Alice
Barrow, Douglas Robert
Cambigue, Judy Leanne
Chapman, Cully Layne
Gano, Kenneth Charles
Gano, Melissa Faye
Hansen, Christopher Scott
Ingersoll, Clifford Eugene
Larsen, Michelle Renee
McFaddin, Mark Alan
Nerness. David Lowell
Nerness, Hazel Jennifer
Nordman, Stephen Daniel
Robinson, Alyce
Shank, Twyla Mane
Vassar, Ethyn Noble
Vollberg, Deborah Carol
Willett, Gregory Dean
Cuss OF 1990
Class agent Mark Waldrop
Total donations: $653
Participation: 6%
Next reunion: 2000
Ashton. Edward Bruce
Center, Douglas Allen
deCarmo, Linden Alanzo
Jurkiw, Orest Robert
McCaughan, Cindy Lou
Purvis, Kimberly Diane
Secnst, Nancy Mane
Tolentmo, Arleen Villanueva
Vinglas, Robert Velyo
Wilkens. Marsharee R
Wilkens, Todd Henry
ClASS0Fl991
Class agent Robert Young
Total donations: $2,089
Participation: 7%
Next reunion: 2001
Andrews. Andrea Dawn
Bieksza, Joseph Martin
Blount. Calvin Louis
Brooks. Linda
Brown. Ervin Delbert
Brown, Karen Raylene
Carle. Laurie Hope
Collins. Beverly Ann
Edens. Barbara Joy
Edens. Scott Lee
Fogg, Mark Edward
Jimenez. Ariel Eric
Knight. Rowland Keith
Lorey. Michael Patrick
Miler. Sabrina Mane
Moncerate. Alicia T
Olson. Knsta Luray
Scofield. Ann Louise
Trivett. Angela Renee
Valencia, Evan
CiAss()Fl992
Class agent Brad Emde
Total donations: $1,506
Participation: 5%
Next reunion: 2002
Blake. Timothy Scott
Collins, Shawn Bryant
Denton, Celia Diane
Dingle. Roy Edward
Dunn, Maya Irene
Gardner. Kristin Lee
Goodge, Kimberly Ann
Johnson, Jean Denise
Lettnck, Suzanne Lee
Lewis, Jamie Dee
Miler, Gregory Scott
Myers, Gregory Stephen
Van Horn, Sandra Jean
Varghese, Caroline
Wilkens, Darryl John
Wilkens, Laura Dianne
ClASSflFl993
Class agent John Boskind
Total donations: $723
Participation: 4%
Next reunion: 2001
Beckworth, Amy Michele
Blake, Sheryl Lynn
Boskind, John A
Emch, Paul R 111
Friesen, Shawnda Renee
Greer, Holly Ann
Hayes, Danette Wachtel
Myers, Amanda Beth
Olson, Brenda
Sahly, Melanie Vanessa
Sahly, Quentin Jay
Wilcox, Mary Malissa
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Dart Sadie
Thank You
Offill. Betty
Oh, Myunghee
Okiror. Linda
Oliver.
J
A
Oliver, L Ray
Oliver, Mane
Olmstead, Lila
Ordelheide, Peter
Orsini, Dominic
Orsini. Linda
Osborne, Marilyn
Owens, Perry
Paden, Cecil
Palsgrove. John
Paradis, Tina
Parisi, Janet
Park, II Soon
Parker, Janice
Parker, Roger
Parrish, Linda
Parsons, Elizabeth
Patt, Donna
Patterson, Freida
Patton. Naonni
Paxton, Lonetta
Paxton, Martha
Payne, Eugene
Payne, Laveta
Payne, Yvonne
Pecce, Lois
Peckham, Daniel
Peckham, Mary
Peckham, Teresa
Peeke-Bryan, Anne
Pegel. Rachel
Pellington, Ronnie
Perkins, Izora
Pesheck. Phyllis
Peters, Jeanne
Pettibone, Carol
Pettit, Shirley
Petty, Ruth
Phillips, Clyde
Phillips, Frances
Phillips, Greg
Philpott, Lynn
Phipatanakul. Chintana
Pickell, Charles
Pierson, D R
Pietz, Otto
Pifer. Lorraine
Pillsbury. Clarence
Pitt, Merlene
Place, Leroy
Plantier, Cheryl
Plata, Arnold
Platkowsky, jo Ann
Piatt, Marvin
Pleasants, Edith
Plumley, James
Pollet, Tirzah
Ponder, Harriet
Pope Jr , Clifford
Poppo, George
Poppo. Lorraine
Post, Jean
Ponle, Peggy
Powers, Diana
Praeger. Lillian
Price, Henry
Priddy. Susan
Puckett. Bemice
Radovan, Ivan
Ramsey, Alice
Ramsey, Nancy
Randall. Barbara
Randolph, Karen
Rauch. Lillian
Raunio, Elfnede
Reifsnyder. Edward
Reimer. Charlotte
Reiner. Lynnet
Reiner. Richard
Reisig. Don
Rempher. Donald
Rempher. Retha
Reynolds. Mable
Rice, Delores
Rice, Hazel
Richards. E E
Ringer. Alvin
Ringhoffer. Eleanore
Roberts, Hazel
Roberts. Wendy
Robertson. Charles
Robertson. Arthur
Robertson. Jeanie
Robertson. Ronald
Robinson, Sam
Rodgers, Denise
Rodgers-Smith, Rozelle
Rogers. Lester
Roll. Harold
Ross. Barbara
Ross. Mary
Rowe. Kermise
Ruch-Gurule. Donna
Ruckle, Brent
Ruf, Barbara
Ruf. Rolland
Russell, David
Russell, Debora
Russell. Dorothy
Ryals. Virginia
Sager. William
Saguan. Andrea
Samarin. Lee
Sample. Larry
Sanderford. Dan
Sauer. Arthur
Savino. Paul
Sax. Carl
Sax. Rusti
Saxon. Virginia
Scalzo. Dolores
Scarbrough. Carolyn
Scearce. Camden
Schaefer. Frances
Schimmelpfenning. Shirley
Schindler. Kurt
Schlageck. Bernard
Schmidt. Erich
Schmidt. Erna
Schmidt. John
Schmunk. Robert
Schroer. Jacqueline
Schubert. Vernon
Schwarz. Judith
Scoggins. Thomas
Scott. Bill
Seebeck. Carol
Sellars. Calva
Seman. Dick
Senecat. Karen
Senseman. Laurence
Sewell. Geoffrey
Sewell. Janice
Shank. Donna
Shank. Stephen
Shanko. Patricia
Shapiro, H W
Sharpe, Grace
Shelden. Emalyn
Shelor, Annalee
Shepherd, Vernon
Sherman, Carolyn
Shields, Mary
Shilling. James
Shiu, Alexander
Shofner. Gladys
Shull. Mary
Sicher. Alan
Sidebottom. Joyce
Simmons. Lucille
Simmons. Gregg
Simms, Timothy
Sines. Al
Sines. Jane
Singletary. F L
Sleeth. Lorene
Smith. Carol
Smith. Cleo
Smith. Gloria
Smith. Jean
Smith. Juanita
Smith, Lorrene
Smith, Mary
Smith, Richard
Smith. Warren
Smoot. Irma
Snider. Frances
Snider. Grace
Snyder. Barbara
Snyder. G Jean
Soils. Raquel
Somers. Dale
Sones. Lois
Sorensen. Mark
Sorenson. Floreare
Soule. Helen
Soule. Larry
Soule. Pia
Sowder. Louise
Sowell. Myrle
Spangler. Bob
Sparacino. Linda
Spears. Mary
Spencer. Kathy
Spenst. Arthur
Spicer. Anna
Splcer. David
Spicer. Eldon
Spicer. Judee
Spilovoy. Gail
Spruill. Jan
Spurlock. Kelly
Stage. Beth
Stagg. Art
Standish. Bette
Standish. Gordon
Stanley. Cora
Staton. Barbara
Steck. Rowena
Stecker. Rheeta
Steinman. Brenda
Stephenson. Charles
Stewart. Eleanor Jean
Stewart. John
Stokes. Douglas
Stotz. Pauline
Strawn. Nora
Strickland. Dorothy
Stroud. Karen
Stubbs. William
Stunkard. Debbie
Sullivan. Stephanie
Sumpter. Ward
Surkey, George
Swackhammer. Jess
Swanberg,
J
H
Swanberg, Sandra
Swanson. Michelle
Swayze. John
Swilley. Alva
Swinson. Frank
Swofford. Bob
Swofford. Sharon
Syphers. Charlotte
Taglavore. Trent
Tait. Ardith
Tait, Reid
Talley. E Jean
Tan. Delores
Tarlton, Cynthia
Taylor. Benton
Taylor. G Herfm
Taylor. George
Taylor. Ruth
Teal. Jean
Tefft. Doris
Tegler.
J
H
Terrell. Sharon
Terry. Betty
Thiel. Nancy
Thomas. Marthine
Thompson. Elaine
Thompson. Roy
Thompson. Royce
Thorbus. Linda
Thurber. Patsy
Thurmond. Judy
Tidwell. Dorothy
Tillman. Jim
Tolonen. Nancy
Tomlinson. Linda
Towles. Walter
Travis. Paul
Trim. Alice
Troyer. Todd
Truin. Cheryl
Trummer, Max
Tucker. Mary
Tullock. Carol
Turk. Ronald
Turner. David
Tyroff. Frank
Tyroff. Gayle
Uhran. Julie
Umholtz. Therral
Umphress. Sherri
Upadhyaya. D M
Van Arsdell. Ronald
Van Den Hoven. Debra
Van Den Hoven. H C
Van Dolson. Bobbie
Van Dolson. Jr. Leo
Van Gils. Eddy
Van Stone. Eugene
Van Stone. Ruth
Vanerwegen. Sandra
Vigh. Alexander
Vinglas. Ranae
Visconte. Paul
Vital. Greg
Von Maack. Hazel
Wade. Ruth
Wagar. Jean
Wagner. John
Wagner. Lilya
Walden. Beverly
Walker. Tika
Walls. Cloey
Walls, Helene
Walls, Stephen
Walsh. Joy
Walter. Jim
Walter. Mary
Walton. Yvonne
Ward. Harry
Ward.
J
Daryll
Ward. Jeannie
Warren. L A
Wassell. Wilma
Watson. Donald
Watson. Mildred
Weaver. Helen
Weaver. Ila
Webb. Anita
Webster. Margaret
Weidemann. Gordon
Weigle. Robert
Weitzel. Grace
Welch. Donald
Wentland. Loraine
Werner. Tom
Westerbeck. Merlene
Westerdahl. Judy
Whatton. Leigh
Wheatley. Boyd
Wheeler. Jodi
Wheeler. Penny
Whitaker. Dan
White, Leonard
White. Patsy
Whiting. Eleanor
Whittaker. Mildred
Wickwire. Leola
Wickwire. Adele
Wiley. Susan
Wilkens. Bonnie
Wilkens. Charles
Willett, Tern
Williams. Alice
Williams. Dave
Williams. Dianne
Williams. Genevieve
Williams. Margie
Williams. Richard
Williams. Russell
Willis. Barbara
Wilson. David
Wilson. Louise
Winkle. Darla
Winslow. Grover
Wisdom. Robert
Woods. Cecil
Woods. Daniel
Wooten. Jesse
Wooten. Morris
Wooten. Ronald
Worley. Carol
Worth. Lois
Worthington. T G
Wright. Andrew
Wright. Edward
Wright. Ken
Wright, Myrna
Wright. Patricia
Wright. Rose
Wright. Ruth
Wright. Ruth
Wright. Sandra
Wright. Jr. Kenneth
Wroe. Martha
Wygal, Beniamin
Yeboah. Paul
Young, Verlie
Youngberg. Evaline
Youngberg. Robert
Younts. Laura
Zeigler. Freda
Zeigler. James
Zimmerman. Debbie
Zoerb. Everett
Zwick. Neldena
tanDiiNdiis
Gordon. Malcolm
Anderson. E A
Bietz. Gordon
Blair. Mardian
Bryan. William
Center. Richard
Coonley, Ken
Cothren. Edythe
Epperson. Jim
Gillis. Jack
Graham. Obed
Greek. James
Hallock. R R
Hulsey. Bill
Kochenower. Ben
McKee. Ellsworth
McKinney. James
McNeilus. Denzil
Murphy. Robert
O'Brien, Georgia
Peay. Ralph
Richards. Earl
Sahly, Donald
Schmidt. Volker
Sumpter. Ward
Thompson. Verle
Vital. Greg
Werner. Tom
Wilkens. Bonnie
Wright. Ed
Wygal. Ben
TRJBlfTEte
In honor erf:
Mildred Marie Baldwin
Robert Hakes
George Nelson
O D McKee
Richard Sloan
Sam Pledger
Samuel Stanaway
EsD\TEGim
Gratefully received from:
Walter Connell
Winifred Connell
Robert Francis
Jason Mitchell
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TOL\L GHING TO
SoiiffiRN College for
RSCAL YEAR 1994-95:
$2,047,020 and
$133,515 gifts in kind
These gifts lncli de:
Alumni: $301,965
Friends: $669,390
Foundations: $175,178
Corporations: $824,019
1
smm
CAPITAL CAMPAIGNS are:
Sri[N( E Center Campaign
$6,100,000 goal
$3,374,114 cash
$1,466,433 pledges
S('HOL\RSIIIP E.MMIWIENT
$10,000,000 goal
$8,615,106 cash
$1,750,000 planned gifts
The Committee of 100 is in its 33rd year
of positive influence for Southern. Through
the years accomphshments have been
many—numerous student work opportuni-
ties, buildings, and additions. Southern is
the premier educational facility it is today
due in part to the Committee. The value of
projects completed exceeds $7 million.
Another exciting project may lie ahead.
The single largest project ever undertaken
by the Committee, an addition to the lle'N
Physical Education Center, is proposed to
follow completion of the Science Center.
Vital to the success of the Committee ot
100 are annual membership dues of $500.
IXies serve as "seed money" which grows to
many times that amount for investment in
the Christian education of our youth.
CI 00 Board OF Trustees
William
J
Hulsey. President/Chairman of the Board
Michael Barto. Senior Vice President/Treasurer
Roben Merchant. Vice President/Assistant Treasurer
K R Davis, Vice President/Secretary
Jim Ashlock Wayne Janzen
Edward Avant Wilma McClarty
Dewitt Bowen' Bill McGhinnis
Frederec Cothren Jack McKee
Joe Farrow Denzil McNeilus
Charles Fleming, Jr Bud Piatt
Forrest Fuller William H Taylor*
Fred Fuller
William A lies 'Honorary
CI 00 Members
Andersen. Howard
Anderson. Eugene
Anderson, Gene
Andrews, Frances
Arner, Jerome
Artress. Jan
Ashtock, Jim
Avant, C Edward
Baker. Sue
Barto, Mike
Beaulieu, Tim
Becker, Ronald
Benton, Barry
Berner, Perry
Blair. Mardian
Bothe. Brian
Bowen, Dewitt
Bowers. Robert
Boyle. Jim
Bradley, Kenneth
Brannaka, Chuck
Brannon, David
Bunch, Pat
Burdick, Al
Burnside, Hale II
Butterfield, Art
Byrd, Cookie
Campbell, David
Campbell, Thomas
Carman, Eldon
Cason, Bud
Castleberg, David
Chase, Donald
Chastain, Chalmer
Christiansen, Hugo
Clapp, Willard
Clark, Jerome
Coble, Hal
Coolidge, Robert
Coppock, Lucille
Cothren, Frederec
Cothren, Fred II
Couch, Robert
Cowdrick. Jesse
Crandell, Donna
Cummings, Des
Cushman, Willis
Dart, Mona*
Davis, Catherine
Davis. K R
Davis, Scott
Dean, Olivia
DeMercy, Jeff
Downs, Nevin
Duff, Don
Duge. John
Durichek, Helen
Edens, Scott
Elam, Mary
Elkins, Harold
Farrow, Joe
Fleming, Chick
Friberg, Russell, Jr
Fuller, Forrest
Fuller, Fred
Fuller, Glenn
Gano, Charles
Garner, Julius
Garver, Phil
Graves. Charles
Gulley. James
Gulley. Norman
Hale. Rob
Hall. Albert
Hanson. Larry
Hawthorne, Jo Lynn
Haynes. Ken
Hendershot. Lewis
Henriksen, C David
Herr, Ronald
Hess, Chuck
Houck, Duane
Howell, Walter
Huenergardt. Howard
Hulsey, Bill
Hulsey, Steve
Hunter, Don
Hurt, Bryan
lies. Bill
Jackson, Edward
Jacobs. Carl
janzen. Wayne
Jarrett. David
Jensen. Robert
Jewett, David
Jimenez, David
Johnson, Harold
Johnson. Oscar
Kenny, Fisher
King, Jeff
Krause, Bill
Kuhlman, Charles
Lacey, Charles
Lechler, Donald
Leiand, John
Levering, Thelma •
Lindberg, Eviyn
Ludington, Cliff
Lynd, Delia
Mallernee, Rollin
Mansfield, David
Martin, Gerald
Mathews, Kenneth
Mattheis. Jay
McClarty, Jack
McElroy, Buddy
McElroy, Glenn
McFarland, Thomas
McGhinnis, Bill
McKee, Debbie
McKee, Ellsworth
McKee. Jack
McKee, O D
McKee, R E, Jr
McKinney,JR
McLarty, Gary
McNeilus, Denzil
Meister, Adam
Merchant, Bob
Metcalf, Bill
Michals, Herbert
Miller. Scott
Morris, James
Murphy, Bob
Murphy, Jean
Murphy. William
O'Brien, John
Palm, Kenneth
Patterson, Barry
Pendleton. Les
Piatt, Bud, Jr
Powell, Floyd
Preston, Winton
Reiner, Richard
Richards, Bill
Rimmer, Neita
Ringer, Bruce
Robertson. William G
Rogers, Herbert
Sahly. Don
Schmidt, Erich
Shaw, Terry
Sines, Al
Sloan, Thyra
Smith. Paul
Smith, Peggy
Smith, William
Sommerville, Lewis, Sr
Sommerville, Lewis, Jr
Sperrazza, Robert
Spring, Harry
Starkey, Darrel
Starkey, Dennis
Student Association
Suarez, Judy
Sutton, Bob
Taylor, Dennis
Taylor, Victor
Taylor. William
Terrell. Richard
Thoresen, Karin
Trimble, Tamara
Vital, Greg
von Henner, Chan
VonMaack, Wolfgang
Waldrop, Mark
Watson, Ron
West, Don, Sr
Wiese, Calvin
Wilkens. Bonnie
Willett, Greg
Williams. James
Willis, William
Wilson. Kevin
Winters. David
• Honorary
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Supporting Southern College of Seventh-day Adventists
through trusts, wills, and estate gifts
T"
Ihe Legacy Society allows Southern to thank friends who have indicated plans
tor future support through their estates. Knowing that their example may encourage others
to stand with them to form an even firmer foundation for the college, these friends
graciously allow their names to be listed in the official roster oi the Legacy Society.
Deuteronomy 6:10-11 tells of being "heirs
of.. .cities you did not build, and houses full
of all good things which you did not fill..."
It well describes the fortunate students
who enter the doors of Southern into four
years which shape the rest of their lives.
Members of Southern's Legacy Society
attempt to ensure that our house will al-
ways be filled with good things, as it was by
the benefactors who came before us. Our
mission is to build upon the foundation
laid by our forebears, and to honor them by
following their tradition of thoughtful
philanthropy.
We hope that as you are able, you'll
join with other members of the society and
plan for the future excellence of Southern.
If Southern is in your plans and you are
willing to be recognized, please contact the
Office of Planned Giving. You may remain
anonymous, if you wish.
During this giving period $331,144 was
received by Southern through members of
the Legacy Society.
Wiley and Alice Austin
George and Fern Babcock
George and Tena Baehm III
Sue Taylor Baker
Harry and Ercel Bennett
Joey and Suzanne Bird
Jack and Marion Blanco
Zervos Brown
Thomas and Faye Campbell
Jerome and Ann Clark
Ellen Corbett
Edna Cowan
Dorothy Cowdrick
Jesse Cowdrick
Mary Cowdrick
Victor and Rene Czerkasij
Cecil and Doris Davis
Olivia Dean
Robert and Elaine Egbert
Mary Elam
Harold Elkins
William and Gloria Estep
Paul Fisher
David and Nettie Gerstle
Norman and Leona Gulley
Marjone Hakes
Lyie and Helen Hamel
James Hickman
Stan and Barbara Hobbs
Tim and Dawn Holbrook
Gary and Margaret Horinouchi
Ross and Betty Hughes
Bonnie Hunt
Bryan and Susan Hurt
Carl and Ruth Jacobs
David and Barbara James
Harold and Harriet Johnson
Jim and Beverly Joiner
Arlie and Jennie Keele
Charles and Gloria Lacey
Eviyn Lindberg
Ruth Nuckols LyIe
Wayne and Frederika Maples
Doug and Jeri Martin
Kirk and lone McAllister
Jack and Wilma McClarty
Lois McKee
Caria Wyngate Meany
Robert and Agnes Merchant
Gordon and Rita Miller
Evelyn Moore
Mitchell and Evelyn Nicholaides
Allen and Barbara Olsen
Don and Pauline Pierson
Louise Ray
Milton and Eunice Reiber
Evan and Ruth Richards
Cyril and Joy Roe
Donald and Weslynne Sahly
Jean Wingate Schill
Paul and Lynda Smith
David and Linda Steen
William and Elsie Mae Taylor
Mary Taylor
Victor and Ruth Taylor
Margaret Thomas
Roy and Venice Thurmon
Donald and Loretta Welch
Merlin and Jan Wittenberg
Alvin and Judy Wolcott
Herman Woodall
Anonymous (6)
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Those Who Walked These Halls
ConifiJed by Had Bofgs
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WUber A. Bishop, Sr., attended, passed away in
September 1994 in Cleveland, Tenn. Originally from
Tampa, Fla., he and his wite, Helen, established Bishop
Baking Company in 1955 in Cleveland. His world
traveb included trips to Turkey in search ot Noah's ark.
.^ a member of the Decatur SD.^ Church, he never
missed a camp meeting, and provided financial aid for
a number of SD.A students. Survivors in addition to his
wife of 67 years are his tour children, all of whom
attended Southern College: Dr. Wilber Bishop, Jr.,
attended, and Dr. Joseph Bishop. '58. both ofCalhoun,
Ga.; Dr. CaroNii Bishop, attended, of Hixson. Tenn.;
and Lecta (Bishop) Johnson, attended, of Cleveland;
and his sister. Ha^el Lawrence, attended, of Signal
Mountain, Tenn.
40
Hovi Hendershot, 41. is retired from his pastoral
and departmental capacity- of nearly 40 years in the
Southern Union. He and his wife. Ha:el (Lewis),
anended, live in .Apopka, Fla., near theit children,
Lewis and V'alene.
Lula (Mole) Mercer, '41, lives in Dublin, Ga. She
works pan time at an alcohol and drug rehabilitation
facilin-. She plans to retire permanently in the spring.
Harold A. Miller, attended, is retired and lives with
his w ife, .Aline, in Orlando, Fla. Harold graduated from
Emory University- School of Dentistry in '49 and was in
the Army Dental Corps for three years. They have a
daughter, Susan (Miller) Evans, and two grandchil-
dren. .Alana and Diana.
Rebecca and Gerald Mitchell, both attended, reside
in Kingsport, Tenn. Gerald received his D.D.S. from
Emory University m 1954. He is retired from dentistry
and oral surgery as of 1991.
William Warren Oakes, '49, died on July 23, 1995,
I it leukemia in Gainesville. Fla. He was buried in Or-
lando next to his wife, Mildred Eadie Oakes (former
health service director at S<iuthem Missionary Col-
lege). He lived with his son Bill.
50
Harold Armstrong. "^1, hj^ tciiicd in Mount Plea.s-
nnt. S C Harold taught schixil for 13 years and then
operated his own air conditioning and electrical busi-
ness for 30 years. His wife, Mar^, worked for 19 years as
i literature evangelist and 24 years as a teacher.
Glenn Beagles. '50, retired in February from the
Review and Herald Publishing Ass<Kiation as the trea-
<urer. He worked there for more than 20 years. He and
his wife plan to stay in the Hagerstown, Md., area.
Harold L Flynt, '50, has retired from the ministry
after 45 years. He paslored at the Sylacouga, Ala.,
church and spent a year in Yokohama, Japan, as pastor
of the English church and chaplain for SDA service-
men. He and his wife, Emma (Dx>n), live in Jackson-
ille, Fla., where he grew up, and where they were
married 50 years ago.
Mabel (Howard) Geach, '55, lives in Woodbury,
Tenn She taught in Advcniist elementary schools
since 1955. working 32 years for the denomination. She
is retired, but does volunteer wotk packing clothes
boxes fof .'\DR.'\. She has teceived a certificate from
the state ot Tennessee tor volunteering over 500 hours
of her time. She serves as a Sabbath School superinten-
dent and keeps busy with crafb in her spare time.
James Lyrai, '57, teaches math at Forest Lake Academy
where he has been for 30 years. He lives in ."^popka. Fla.
Paul Kilgore. '57, lives in South Lancaster, Mass. He
is directoi ot education for the Atlantic Union Confer-
ence.
Barbara (Eldridge) Klischies, '55, works at Flotida
Hospital in the family health center in the residency
program. She is married to Herb and has four children
and nine grandchildren.
Richard D. Sloan. '53, died on June 18, and was
buried in Collegedale. He was a deacon in the
Collegedale SD.A Church, belonged to the Chatta-
nooga and Knoxville Track clubs, and had been em-
ployed with Transport South and BASF. Bom in
California, he ser\ed in World War II before graduating
from Southern. His wite, Thyra (Bowen) Sloan, '42,
survives, as well as a brothet. Dr. Jack Sloan of Paso
Robles, Calif., and several nieces and nephews.
60
Larry Bogar, '6S. teaches Tih and 8th grade at
Jack.xmvillejuniof Academy m Florida. His wife, Doris,
attended, works forAT&TUnnersal Card. Theirdaugh-
ter, Kristi, graduated from Rorida International Uni-
versity in '95 and is working on her MBA.
Gary Cockrell, '67, teaches math and physics at Atlanta
Adventist Academy. He lives in Douglasville, Ga.
Minon Hamm, '66. has retired in Lincoln, Nebr.,
but continues to teach part time at Union College. She
IS happy that her granddaughter Jennifer Sommerville,
current, is following her parents' .ind grandparents'
example by attending Southern. Jennifer is a premed
student and member of the orchestra.
Jack Jansen, '63, is vice principal at Potest Lake
Academy. His wife, Stephanie, '63, works in human
resources at Lake Highland Pteparatory School. They
live in Mt. Dora, Ra. They have two sons, Erik, '93, a
senior dental student,' and Brett, '90, a dental technol-
ogy student at Orlando Park Ridge Hospifal.
Gerald Kovalski.'63, is vice president for education
in the Re mda Ginterencc. He and his wife live in Apopka.
Luane Logan, '65, lives in Portland, Tenn., and
teaches at Highland Academy.
Ina (Dunn) McFarland, '66, recently graduated
with her s<in, Troy, from the University of Southern
Mivsissippi's master of education program. They live in
Purvis, Miss.
Truman Parrish, '60, lives in Spartanburg, B.C.,
where he is the principal and a teacher at Eddlemon
Adventist School.
John Leach, '67, is president of Cornerstone Pub-
lishing Company. Comcrslonc Connection magazine is
distributed throughout Florida. His wife, LuAnne, works
m business. They have thtee sons, all In college, and
one daughter at Orangewoixi Christian Academy. The
family lives In Orlando.
Don Miller, '69, lives In Miamisburg, Ohio, where
he teaches senior Bible at Spring Valley Academy ;md
is school counselor for grades K-12.
Donald, '59. .md Janice B. Short, '61, live in
Bloomington, Ind. Donald pastors the Bloomlngton
and Spencer churches. Their son. Donald, '92, teaches
at Indiana .'Academy. Their daughtet , Susan Crutcher,
attended, transferred to .Andrews University and gradu-
ated with a B.S. in nursing. Then son-in-law, Kent, '85,
pastors the Atlanta South church. They have a grand-
son, Joshua, 2.
Chuck Stanford, '65, is a school counselor and Bible
teacher at Madison .Academy. He lives In Madison, Tenn.
Larry Stephens, '61, Ir es in Apopka, Fl.i., and Is the
guidance director at Potest Lake Academy.
V'erle Thompson, Jr., '69, and Deborah (Kellv).'St'
and '94, have two children. Tiffany (Thompson)
Crur, '92, and Verle IIL enrolled at Southern College
and the University ot Tennessee In Chattanooga. Vet le
is associate principal at Collegedale Academy.
David Waller, '69, Is the principal of Garden State
.Academy and lives in Tranquility, N.J.
Alta Zdun, '60. helps the teachers twice a week as a
volunteer at the grade school at .Andrews Unlvetsity.
She and her husband spend winters in Flotida.
n
Tom Ballard, '77, is a teacher of .American govern-
ment at Takoma Academy. His wife, Mary, teaches 5th
grade at Beltsvllle Adventist School. The couple lives
in Beltsvllle, Md.
Harry Best, '75, lives in Knoxville, Tenn. He is ,i
special education teacher.
James Boyd, '79, has been teaching at Athinia
Adventist .Acaileniv tor eight years. He has been mar-
ried to Jean (Brownlow), '79. tor 16 years and has two
children, Christie, 1 1 , and Rachel, 9. The family lives
In Mableton, Ga.
David Bryant. '75. teaches at Mount Pisgah Acad-
emy and has three daughters. Barbara is a sophomore at
Southern. Sharilee is a senior at MPA and Stephanie is
an 8th grader. The family lives In Candler, N.C.
Robert, '75, and Sheila Burnett, '74, live in Colum-
bia, Md. He Is vice president tor Institutional advance-
ment at Home Study Internatlonal/Gtlggs University.
She is admissions dltector at Columbia Union College.
Rosalie (Stevens) Chachere, attended, taught el-
ementary school in Catoosa County, Ga., and Deet
Lodge. Tenn., fot nine years. In 1982, she married Ray,
an electrician. They have a daughter, Julia Etta Marie,
and they ll\'e In Punta Gorda, Fla. Rosy worked part
time for Charlotte County P;irks and Recreation for
eight years as a llfeguard/swim instructor, and has home-
schooled iheir daughter.
Karen Clark, '78, lives In Lumbcrton, Miss,, where
she has been teaching mi Rass Memorial Academy for 1
3
years. Her daughter, Debbie Hicks, '91, is managing
editor of Inudc Re|)ort, the Amazing Fiicts monthly.
Debbie lives In Hagctstown, Md., with her husband,
Chip, attended.
Gary Cobb, '64, taught physics .ind chcmi.stry at
Ocala High School In Ocala, Fla., and 8th and 9th grade
science at Roblnwood Junior High In Orlando. He then
moved Into the pharmaceutical Industry where he
worked for 30 years. He Is retired from Glaxo-Wellcome
Inc. and Is living in Weavervllle, N.C.
Harold Cunningham, '77, has been chaplain and a
Bible teacher ai Ailantn Adventist Acidcmy for 10
years. His wile, Jeannie (Newgard), '75, works lor a
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home health agency. Along with theirdaughters, Stacey
and Amy, they raise, ride, and train horses at theirhome
m Sharpshurg, Ga.
Tom Hayes, attended, and Susan (Roberts), '75,
Uve in Portland, Tenn. Tom is the vice principal for
Highland Academy, and Susan is a nurse. The couple
has three sons.
Carole Haynes, '70, teaches in the education de-
p.irtment at Siiuthcm College and lives in Ooltewah.
P. David Haynes, '75, is the music director at Bass
Memorial .Academy m Lumberton, Miss. He and his
wife have three children, two in academy and one in
eighth grade.
David Hickman, '78. teaches at Madison Academy.
He and his wife, Lina, attended, have a son, Justin,
under a year. The family lives in Madison, Tenn.
Jim Ingersoll, '73, lives in Portland, Tenn., where he
is the principal at Highland .Academy. His wife, Becky, is
a nurse and an assistant girls' dean at Highland .Academy.
Bruce Kimball, '7 3, lives m Douglasville, Ga., where
he teaches at Atlanta .Adventist Academy.
Chana Kostenko, '71, is a teacher at Spring Valley
Academy and lives in Dayton, Ohio.
Paul May, '72, lives in Salinas, Calif. He works for
the U.S. Navy, modeling ocean currents, and Sandra
teaches violin. They have three children.
Sharon (Webster) McGrady, '73, graduated from
the University- ofTennessee at Chattanooga August 14,
with a master of education degree in community coun-
seling. She is the assistant director of records and
advisement at Southern, and Southern Union director
ofAdventist Singles Ministries. She lives inCollegedale.
Nick, '79, and Tricia (McKeniie) Minder, '77, live
in Madison, Tenn. Kick is principal at Madison Acad-
emy. Tricia is doing home health nursing with Sunbelt.
They have three children, Nicholas, 13, Darren, 12,
and Jennifer, 9.
Jim, '72, and Brenda Morris, '70, live in Knoxville,
Tenn. Brenda works as a clinical nurse specialist in
oncology at Methcxiist Medical Center of Oak Ridge.
She is active in the American Cancer Society and a
member of Sigma Theta Tau. Jim is the senior vice
president of Fort Sanders Health Systems in Knoxville
where he works system-wide on outcomes measure-
ments and electronic patient records systems.
Gale (Jones) Murphy, '76, is a choral, piano, and
vocal teacher at Forest Lake Academy where she is in
her third year. She is married to William Murphy who
is a literature evangelist. The couple has two children,
Jennifer, 15, and William, 13.
Stan Rouse, '72, lives in Hamburg, Pa. He is princi-
pal at Blue Mountain Academy where he is starting his
ninth year. He is married to Donna, and they have two
children, Troy, 16, and Tricia, 14.
David, '79, and Beverly Ruiz, '79, live in Collegedale,
after living in Greenwood, S.C., for 5 years. David is the
associate program director of the Chattanooga-Memo-
rial Family Practice residency program. Beverly is a
housewife. Theirdaughters, Christen, 1 2, and Catherine,
10, attend Ooltewah Adventist Kindergarten and
School.
Nancy (Meyer) Schafner, '79, lives in Salt Lake
City, Utah. After classroom teaching for 12 years,
Nancy "retired." She is now on the slopes as a ski
instructor at Solitude Ski Resort in the Wasatch Moun-
tains. Her time off from work is ^pent with her husband,
Carl, an electrical engineer. The couple enjoy hiking,
golfing, and gardening together.
Karen (Jansen) Sinnett, '73, is a piano teacher and
mother. Karen lives in Columbus, Wis.
Richard, '76, and Beatri: (Montejo) Stitier, '76,
teach for the Southern Union. They live in Lakeland,
Fla., where they are raising two boys, 9 and 12.
Joan (Murphy) Taylor, '72, has successfully com-
pleted her written and oral examination for certifica-
tion in anesthesiology. She did her residency at Emory
University in Atlanta. She and her husband. Dr. Den-
nis Taylor, '72, live in Fletcher, N.C., where Joan is in
an anesthesiology group serving Park Ridge Hospital.
They have three children: Jill, 15, the twins, Lyn and
Dane, 12.
Ann Vining, '70, lives in Altamonte Springs, Fla.
She teaches at Forest Lake .Academy.
John, attended, and Laura Lee (McPeck) Ward,
attended, live in Fitchburg, Mass., where he teaches
and is chaplain, and she is the school secretary at South
Lancaster .Academy. He is also involved in Maranatha
trips. Puppet Industries, and Illusion Ministries. They
have a son, John, 18, and a daughter. Amy, 1 5.
Roger, and Ruth (Earle) Wiehn, both '76. live in
Punta Gorda, Fla. Roger is the vice principal and a
teacher at Port Charlotte School. Ruth isa home health
nurse. The couple has a son, Brian, 1 5, and a daughter.
Heather, 12. The family enjoys the beautiful Gult
Coast.
Richard, '78, and Carol Williams, '79, live in Roanoke.
Va. They have two children, Doiuld and Tiffany. Rick
is in charge of the iCU/CCU units at the V.A hospital,
and Carol is the accountant for a local law firm.
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Michael, and Lori (Adams) Abbott, both '83, live
in .Andover, N.J., where they bi>th teach at Garden
State Academy. Lori recently graduated with her M.A.
in corporate and organi:ational communications from
Fairleigh Dickinson University. She teaches business
education and communications, and Michael teaches
history.
Ron, '85, and Lori (Johnston) Aguilera, '86, live in
Hagerstown, Md. Ron is chaplain at Highland View-
Academy. Lori has a degree in elementary education
and stays home as a full-time mom to Chelsea, 3, and
Jannelle, 1 1/2.
Bill, '87, and Teresa (Brockway) Bass, '85, live in
Fletcher, N.C. Bill has been the boys' dean at Fletcher
Academy for eight years. The couple has two boys,
Brian, 4, and Christopher, 2
Lisa (Schmidt) Blackburn, '82, lives in Parker,
Colo., with her husband, Craig, and their three chil-
dren, newborn twins, Chloe and Spencer, and their
sister, Camille, 3. Lisa is working part-time at Porter
Care Hospital-Littleton as a nurse in the OB/GYN
recover>' room.
David Denton, attended, lives in Lansing, Mich. He
teaches English and Bible at Greater Lansing Adventist
School. His wife. Celia (Mitchell), '92, teaches math,
science, and computers.
Pat and Sandi Duff, both '85. live in Lexington, Ky,
Pat has had a CRNA practice in Chattanooga and one
in Georgetown. The couple has two sons, Zachary, 6,
and Samuel, 4.
Melanie (Boyd) Fanelli, '88, lives in Augusta, Ga.
She teaches grades four through six at Augusta SDA
School. Melanie was married to her husband, Paul, this
past June.
Heide Ford, '86, lues m Hagerstown, Md,, and is the
assistant editor for the Review and Herald's new maga-
zine, Women oj Spirit.
Chuck Hucnergardt, attended, lives in Hamburg,
Pa. He teaches at Blue Mountain Academy.
Greg King, '81 , teaches classes in Biblical studies at
Pacific Union College in .Angwin, Calif His wife,
Mary, is a part-time nurse and a homemaker. They have
two sons, Jonathan. 5, and Joshua. 3.
Scott, '88, and Terrie Kinsey, '87, live in .Apopka,
Fla. He teaches biology and earth science, and she
teaches math at Forest Lake Academy.
Scott and Kathy (Wuerstlin) Mills
Kathy (Wuerstlin) Mills, '82, lives in Waynesboro,
\'a. She was recently married to Scott, and both are
truck drivers for McKee Foods.
Matt, '81 , and Tamara Nafie, '92, live in Apis<in, Tenn.
Matt is vice principal for student services at Collegedale
Academy. Tamara is a housewife and free-lance artist.
They have two girls, Marianne, 6, and Jennison, 4.
Luis, '82, and Nancy (LeBrun) Parra, '80, live in
Mount Vernon, Ohio. He teaches Spanish and recruits
for Mount Vernon Academy. Nancy is the administra-
tive secretary for Mount Vernon Academy. The couple
has two children, Jeremy, 12, and Nicole, 10.
Michael Peel, '85, teaches journalism, French, and
Spanish at Collegedale Academy. He lives in Collegedale.
Gary Pennell, '82, lives in Chattanooga and teaches
history at Collegedale Academy.
Carma Pollard, '84, lives in Grover Beach, Calif.
Carma runs her own bookkeeping and tax service. She
has two daughters, Chanra, 7, and .Ambria, 2. She is also
an office manager of a large agricultural firm. She is
looking forward to her 15-vear class reunion in 1999.
Joe Reppert, '87, and Sherry (Aumack), '91, were
married last December. They live in Richmond, Va. Joe
is a manager in health care consulting at Ernst and Young.
Sherry is an administrative assistant for the process
definition team .u Reynolds Metal He.idquarters.
|oe and Stierry (Aumack) Reppert
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Gary Rouse, anended. lives in Portland, Tenn., and
is the dean ot bop at Highland Academy. He is married
and has n»o daughters, ages 6 and 4
Claudia (Ziebart) Smith. '81, is living in Germany
where her husband. Brian, attended, is a job counselor
tor the U.S. Army. She is at home with baby Kerstin,
bom Sept. 30, 1995, and Johannes, 4. She does some
translation work.
Melissa Stair, '84, finished her BSN at Southwest-
em .Adventist College m 1988 and proceeded to an
occupational therapy internship at Florida Hospital.
She IS working in a rural hospital in OR/RR. She enjoys
spending time with her pets, Bufty, Simon, and Tootsie.
She also writes children's literature on the side. She
would like to hear from her classmates. Her address is
P.O. Box 255, Kewanna, IN 46939-0266.
Renee (Gasson) Topham, '86, and her husband,
David, have a family addition. Abigail was bom Oct.
23, 1995. They descnbe her as "healthy and beautihil."
Dale Tunnell, '85, is the new chaplain at Georgia-
Cumberland .Academy. He and his wife, Cheryl, and
daughters, Jessica, 9, and Ashley, 7, live in Calhoun.
Jeanie (Young) Underwood. '89, is working at the
Banlett City Hall in the accounting department as the
administrative assistant to the city treasurer. She and
her husband, Billy, have a son, Brandon Lee, 2. The
Underwoods live m Memphis, Term.
Rob, '84, and Miki VandeVere, '83, live in Candler,
N.C., where Rob teaches history' at Mount Pisgah
Academy. The couple has three children, Andrea, 6,
Sydney, 3, and Ben, 1 .
Darwin White, attended, is a real estate salesman
and lives in Chattanooga.
Julia (Apscy) Worrel, '82, lives in Peoria, III. Her
husband, Frank, is a radiologic technologist at St. Francis
Medical Center. Julia is a housewife and is home school-
ing their 6-year-old daughter, Amanda.
David Yunyberg. '81, teaches biology at Retcher
Academy and lives in Fletcher, N.C.
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M. Alexandria Alonso, '95, teaches Bible, business,
and drama at Atlanta Adventist Academy.
Tim, '92, and Sheri (Strong) Blake, '93, live in
Gaffney, S.C. Tim works with the accounting firm of
Cline, Brandt, Kochenowcr and Co., PA. He earned
his CPA licetue in 1994. Sheri works in the Carolina
Conference teaching at Tryon, N.C. She is working on
her master's degree. Tim is the Pathfinder director at
Tryon and Sheri is involved in the choir.
Bruce, '91, and Judy Cambique, '89, live in High
Point, N.C, and teach at Tri City Junior Academy.
Monique (Townsend) Caskey, '92, lives in Cedar
Lake, Mich, and works at Great Lakes Adventist Acad-
emy. She IS married to John Caskey, '91.
Scott Christen, '91, lives in Mount Vernon, Ohio,
with his new wife. Cindy (Stewart), attended.
Kerre Conerly, '90, is in her fourth year of teaching
world history and English IV at Highland Academy.
She IS alwj librarian and lives in Portland, Tenn.
Michelle (Shelly) Fry, '91, lives in Calhoun, Ga.
and teaches history at Georgia-Cumberland Academy.
She has a new win, Joshua Jeffrey, 1
.
Rob Getty», '94. lives in Retcher, N.C. He leaches
physical educarion at Fletcher Academy and is married
to Brandv (Goldman), attended.
Holly (Jones) Greer, '92, and her husband Gary,
anended, are expecting their first child in March. They
live in Candler, N.C.
WilUam Hahn, '93
, is the new principal at Tri-Cities
Junior Academy and lives in Bay City, Mich.
Glenn Hawkins, '90, is starting his third year teach-
ing at Highland .'\cademy in Portland, Tenn.
Tom Huntress, '91, lives in Trussville, Ah., and
teaches English in Birmingham.
James Carlyle Ingersoll II and Heidi (Canosa),
both '95, were married on May 14 at the Collegedale
Church. Carlyle graduated with a bachelor's degree in
health, physical education and recreation, and she
graduated with a bachelor's degree in biology.
Jack James, '95, lives in Fletcher, N.C, where he is
chaplain and assistant boys' dean at Fletcher Academy,
Raban, '95, and Isa Kilgore, '88, live in Southport,
Fla., where Raban is Intemitig as a pastor in the Panama
City district.
Jeffrey Krause, attended, is a senior computet sci-
ence major at the University of Central Florida.
Jennifer (Eaton), '90, is the director of music at
Georgia-Cumberland Academy. Her husband, Lynell
LaMountain, '89, pastors the Georgia-Cumberl.mJ
Academy Church. They live in Calhoun.
Chandra Lewis, attended, recently graduated from
Emory University with a B.A. in psychology.
Don and June Mathis, former faculty, live in F "
land, Tenn. He is the guidance counselor and a i >
at Highland Academy, and she is the girls' dean .n..: ..
P.E. teacher. They have three children, Nicole, seventh
grade. Renee, fourth grade, and Tyler, 3.
Michael Murdoch, '91, teaches science at Highland
View Academy. He lives in Hagerstown, Md.
Danny Nyirady. '95, teaches Bible at Georgia-
Cumberland Academy and was married to Janice Kim,
'93, on November 19. They live in Calhoun.
Jason Peterson, attended, finished his degree at
Honda Hospital in Orlando. He is a radiology techni-
cian and IS attending the University of C;entral Florida.
Terry, '94, and Holly (Moore) Pratt, '94, live in
Berrien Springs, Mich. He will finish his master's in
physical therapy in 1997. She is a nurse on an interme-
diate intensive care unit at Memorial Hospital in South
Bend, Ind. They were married on July 2.
Kevin Redman, attending, and Susanna (Schmid),
attended, were married on June 18. She worked in her
family's business in Pennsylvania prior to marriage. He
is a computer science major.
James F. Robertson IV, '91, and Sherry (Crum-
bly), '88, live in Fletcher, N.C He leaches math and
physics, and she works at Park Ridge Hospital. They
have a I -year-old son, James, and a new baby, Catherine.
John Root, attended, is working toward a degree in
law enforcement at Lakeland Gillege in Eastlake, Ohio.
Maria (Rodriguez) Sager, '93, is married to John,
'92, and works at Mount Pisgah Academy teaching
Bible, drama, and Spanish. They live in Candler, N.C.
Sun Strange, '91, lives in Clinton, Tenn. He Is the
nursing home administrator at Briarcliff Health Care
Center.
Ja,son R. Sudduth, attended, lives In Carrollton, Ga.
He IS a nurse at Tanner Medical Center in Carrollton.
He was married to Doris Brady on February 12.
Kerry Verne, '91, has worked in Florida and Geor-
gia, then as a traveling nurse In Delaware, Washington,
D.C, Florida, Maryland, and Texas. She says she's
beginning to miss "the Real South" and plans to move
back to Tennessee early In 1996.
Janesta (Bryant), '91, was married on July 17 to
Luther Walker, '87. The couple tours Europe each
summer with students. She teaches English and art and
sponsors the yearbook at Mount Pisgah Academy. They
live In Candlet, N.C.
Russell Larry Williams, Jr., '93, and Vanessa
Fancher, attending, were married on August 13. They
live in Collegedale.
Heidi (Read) Willis, attended, lives in
HendersonvlUe, N.C. Heidi is an RN on a med-surg
floor at Park Ridge Hospital. Her husband, Steve, works
at Fletcher Academy. Heidi and Steve ha\'e a new haby,
Brianna.
Steve, Heidi (Read), and Brianna Willis
Matt Wilson, '95, teaches secondary gradesat Vienna
Adventist Academy and lives In Gainesville, Va.
Cerise Woodard, '94, lives in Temple Hills, Md.,
and is wotking on a med-surg/oncology unit at Mont-
gomery General Hospital In Olncy, Md. She Is working
toward her BSN in chemotherapy.
Melvin Ray McCoy Woodruff, attended, is a math
teachci at Georgia-Cumherland Academy. He is mar-
ried to Ginni and has three children, Ben, Brad, and
Bonnie. He has a BA, BS, and MS. The family lives in
Calhoun, Ga.
Robert Zegarra, '92, lives in Tampa, Fla. He teaches
math and science at Tampa Adventist Academy.
.
. -At Rest.
Myrtle Watrous, 92, died Dec. 9, 1995, In
Collegedale. From 1949 to 1964 as assistant librarian at
Southern, she catalogued more than 6,000 new books.
She also taught library science, and later gave volunteer
service In Puerto Rico, the United Kingdom, and
Singapore.
Her late husband was dean of men, counselor, and
social science professor. Survivors Include a son, Arthur
L. Watrous, of Lynden, Wash., and a brother, Jess F.
Brown of Belton, Texas. Memorial contributions may
be made to the Everett and Myrtle Watrous Scholarship
Fund at Southern College.
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Change is good.
On March 3 1 and April I , high school seniors can meet people, eat and sleep free, see a
green campus, be entertained, learn about Southern, and find out how to stay free at Southern
during the Olympics (Atlanta's only iiomiies) in August while you're earning three free hours of credit.
TM
VieuIoutKerh
SPRING COLLEGE DAYS
Southern College of Seventh-day Adventists
Collegedale, Tennessee
Call l-800-SOUTHERN and ask for Susan






